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Introduction

Communal living not only involves the sharing of a living space, 

but also activities and interactions between members within the 

space. A university dormitory, in particular, is a typical space for 

the communal living of young people in which the interests of 

the members clash and conflicts frequently occur.

Accordingly, the Seoul Metropolitan Government performed a 

complete enumeration of the actual condition of dormitory 

operation regarding human rights through the 2018 『Human 

Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories』 and published 

the 『Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for Communal University 

Living』 with expert opinions, recognizing the necessity for 

practical guidelines that can ensure human rights, autonomy, and 

democracy in terms of dormitory use and operation.

These guidelines consider the human rights of resident students 

as well as administrators, managers, and cleaning personnel as 

members of communal living. Under the broad principle that it is 

most desirable for the members to lay down their own rules for 

communal living, the list of human rights and applicable 

measures for communal living are provided in a simple Q&A form.

These guidelines are made as a reference for regional dormitories 

and school dormitories in addition to university dormitories, with 

an aim to spread a friendly and inclusive culture for respecting 

human rights in communal living.
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1 Vision

Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for Communal 

University Living that Embraces Difference

- The UN emphasizes the right to living in a residential environment that does not harm 

one’s human dignity and values, and states the “right to adequate housing” as a basic 

social right.

- The Seoul Metropolitan Government also suggested the vision of “Seoul, the Human 

Rights City for Sharing, Social Inclusion, and Participation” through the National 

Action Plans for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in 2018, which 

expresses the will to spread a culture of human rights for respecting the differences 

of diverse members including minorities.

- Seoul is a city in which immigrants of different classes, races, genders, sexualities, 

religions, and cultures all live. A university dormitory is also a space of difference 

in which youths and immigrants of different races and cultures live together. 

“Embracing” the differences in a communal living space in which diversity exists 

means accepting and respecting the value of differences economically, socioculturally, 

and politically, rather than assimilating the differences of minorities to be like the 

majority identity. The Seoul Metropolitan Government aims to prepare “Human Rights 

Friendly Guidelines for Communal University Living” to spread a culture of human 

rights for respecting the differences with regard to the communal living of university 

students.

Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for 
Communal University LivingⅠ
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2 Direction of Human Rights Guidelines for Communal University Living

Guidelines for ensuring more rights to more people

- The objective of the Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for Communal University 

Living is to embrace the various rights of more people. This objective carries the 

request for everyone to understand the history of human rights and practice them in 

the same way. It also encompasses the history of human rights in which the rights 

guaranteed to individuals were expanded to the right to freedom, right to political 

participation, and right to social welfare. This demonstrates that the substance of rights 

have increased, but the history has progressed to expand towards people who can 

actually be accorded the rights. Axel Honneth, who continues the spirit of T.H. 

Marshall, argues that the struggle for recognition is “social conflict around the 

expansion of social subjects of application as well as the content of the position of 

the rightful human being” (『The Struggle for Recognition』, pg. 229).

Human rights guidelines for respecting the rights of minorities

- The expansion of social subjects of application does not simply mean an increase in 

the number. This means diversification of a beneficiary group, and in that sense, we 

must understand that the expansion of rights considers more differences than more 

people. It means that the rights of minority groups are recognized. The minority here 

is not the other separated from me, but a part of us, existing in a community with 

me.

Finding a third method beyond opposition when there is a conflict 

between rights

- Rights between different students or between student/manager and student/worker may 

conflict in communal university living, particularly in dormitory living situations. 

These guidelines attempted to find a third view on preventing conflicts between both 

parties when one’s own rights and those of another are in opposition or when different 

rights conflict. This is a way to broaden the content and prospect of rights, and 

coordinate rights and duties.
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Division of prohibition/recommendation domains and 

jurisdiction/autonomy domains

- Fundamentally, these guidelines are normative suggestions to be used in the process 

of making one’s own rules, rather than compulsory standards applied to all communal 

living circumstances. As human rights exist as punishable laws, these guidelines 

suggest to take strong and active actions against domains prohibited by laws and take 

actions by self-regulatory recommendations in situations in which the law does not 

apply. This shows that human rights are standards to be followed and norms that can 

be performed differently.

Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for Communal 

University Living that Embraces Difference

Guidelines for ensuring more rights to 
more people

Human rights guidelines for considering 
differences of minorities

Finding a third method beyond opposition 
when there is a conflict between rights

Division of prohibition/recommendation 
domains and jurisdiction/autonomy domains

3 List of Human Rights Related to Communal Living of University Students

Right to creating a space of differences

- According to Henri Lefebvre, the “right to the city” is creating a city into a “work” 
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or “space of difference.” Lefebvre believed a city must be space for revealing diversity 

and differences as a work of art, instead of individual spaces standardized by capital. 

A dormitory should not be a living space for uniform individuals, but rather a space 

in which differences and diversity interact and are respected.

- Henri Lefebvre's Theory of the Production of Space

Lefebvre, a French philosopher, argues that space is the necessity to 

continue the life of existence with a body, and all humans express their lives 

through space. According to Lefebvre, space is a common work of citizens 

and, therefore, anyone can access this space and create adequate space if 

necessary (Lefebvre, Henri (2009); Lefevre, Henri (2011)).

List of human rights by UN Habitat & the right to adequate housing under 

the constitution

- The UN Habitat and the constitution mention the right to space (adequate space, 

physical accessibility, security of tenure), right to safety (security, etc.), right to 

freedom (adequate protection of privacy), right to culture and health (adequate 

surroundings, suitable environmental quality and health-related factors, right to enjoy 

culture, right to live in pleasant surroundings), and right to equality.

- In 1976, the UN Habitat I declared the right to adequate housing as a basic 

human right. The UN Habitat II of 1996 describes adequate shelter to mean, 

“Adequate privacy; adequate space; physical accessibility; adequate security; 

security of tenure; structural stability and durability; adequate lighting, 

heating, and ventilation; adequate basic infrastructure, such as water-supply, 

sanitation, and waste-management facilities; suitable environmental quality 

and health-related factors; and adequate and accessible location with regard 

to work and basic facilities, all of which should be available at an affordable 

cost.”

- The constitution proposes the right to live like a human being and the right 

to a healthy and pleasant environment as basic rights of the people. It states 

that the state shall have the duty to strive to guarantee rights.
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List of human rights mentioned in 『Human Rights Survey of University 

Student Dormitories』 (2018) and "FGI with Concerned Parties"

- Human rights issues mentioned in the 『Human Rights Survey of University Student 

Dormitories』 (2018) and “FGI with Concerned Parties” are classified into issues of 

the right to space (dormitory acceptance rate; area; accessibility of disabled students), 

the right to freedom (restriction of expression such as posting of notices; restriction 

of collective actions; management and supervision of housemasters or assistants; roll 

call and inspection; control of dormitory access and sleeping out; bonus/penalty points; 

military roll call; forced purchase of meal coupons; prohibition of posters; collection 

of biometric data), the right to equality (discrimination and compulsion; cost; selection 

method; prejudice against foreigners, disabled persons, and LGBTQ), the right to safety 

(response to disasters and crimes; sexual discrimination and sexual violence; lack of 

multilingual manuals for emergency information), the right to participation (absence 

of student government; communication/conflict resolution; absence of grievance 

handling system), and the right to culture and health (availability to cook; right to 

choose meal coupons; support for cultural activities).

Generalization and classification of human rights for human rights friendly 

communal university living that embraces differences

(1) Right to space: The right to ensured minimal space required to live like a human 
being

    - Definition

The right to space ensures the minimal space required to live like a human being. 

All humans shall live in a space that does not harm the dignity of oneself and 

allows one to use the given space freely to express one’s personality. For this, 

it is necessary to prepare a living space that satisfies the adequate standards for 

the life of a human being and to put in efforts to expand the accessibility to 

such spaces.

    - Related issues

Cost, facilities, area (prohibition of more than a 4-person room, recommendation 

of 2-person room, etc.), accessibility of disabled students, access of visitors 
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including parents/friends/friends of the opposite sex, temporary residence for 

victims of sexual harassment/sexual violence/domestic violence, room assignment 

to prevent conflicts between roommates, etc.

(2) Right to freedom: The right to not have one’s freedom infringed upon by another

    - Definition

To actively discuss the right to freedom, which was one of the first basic human 

rights to be developed, it is the “right that ensures the freedom of individuals 

to possess the freedom of body; freedom of speech, thought, and belief; right 

to own property and make a legal contract.” To passively discuss it, it is the 

“right not to have one's freedom infringed upon by the state or another.” (Choe 

Hyon, 『Human Rights』, pg. 95-96)

- In the “Second Treatise on Civil Government,” Locke defined the right 

to freedom as “a state of perfect freedom of acting and disposing of their 

own possessions and persons as they think fit within the bounds of the 

law of nature. People in this state do not have to ask permission to act 

or depend on the will of others to arrange matters on their behalf.” (Choe 

Hyon, 『Human Rights』, pg. 59)

    - Related issues

Control of access, management by housemasters, monitoring and roll call, 

restriction of expression including restriction of bulletin boards, restriction of 

freedom of assembly, operation of an excessive penalty system, forced purchase 

of meal coupons, protection of privacy, religious and cultural freedoms, collection 

and use of bio-information, etc.

(3) Right to equality: The right not to be discriminated against for belonging to a 
specific group

    - Definition

The right to equality is the general right for realizing educational and economic 

equality, and protecting cultural and psychological physical identities. The key 

is to prohibit discrimination against a person for belonging to a specific group.
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The social rights allow all citizens and families to share the cultural heritages 

of society and enjoy a cultural life according to the general standards of the 

society in the case of financial inadequacy due to unemployment, disease, 

old age, etc. Redistribution to mitigate inequalities and provision of 

educational opportunities (Choe Hyon, 『Human Rights』, pg. 96-99)

Iris Marion Young believed a truly fair and equal citizenship that recognizes 

collective attributes including religion, race, sexual orientation, and disability 

and guarantees their rights can realize ideals. Emergence of collective and 

cognitive citizenship (Choe Hyon, 『Human Rights』, pg. 105).

   - Related issues

Method for selecting dormitory residents, prohibition of discrimination against 

disabled/LGBTQ/women/foreigners residing in dormitories, accessible facilities, 

prohibition of forced coming-out, etc.

(4) Right to safety: The right to be safe from violence, disasters, etc.

    - Definition

Humans have the right to be safe from violence and disasters, and the state has 

the duty to take active measures to ensure and promote such rights. Safety has 

an inseparable relationship with the right to freedom in a sense that the purpose 

of safety is being free from fear and deficiency.

- Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 3: Everyone has the right 

to life, liberty and security of person.

- Constitution, Article 34: The State shall endeavor to prevent disasters 

and to protect citizens from harm therefrom.

    - Related issues

Safety from disasters, security and public order of dormitory building, safety from 

sexual harassment/sexual violence, safety from leakage of personal information
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(5) Right to participate: The right to participate in making and operating rules of a 
community to which one belongs

    - Definition

In general, the right to participation means the political right to actively participate 

in activities of the affiliated community. Humans can express their opinions, 

possess the right to speak about issues that affect their lives, join associations, 

and participate in peaceful assemblies.

    - Related issues

Formation of voluntary communities such as dormitory council, methods of 

collecting opinions, preparation of a handling system and procedures for grievance 

between manager/resident and between residents, restriction of collective actions, 

right to access information, etc.

(6) Right to culture and health: The right to live a pleasant environment, the right to 
enjoy culture, etc.

    - Definition

The right to health can be understood as a broader sense including “the right 

to the pursuit happiness” as prescribed in Article 10 of the Constitution and “the 

right to a healthy and pleasant environment” under Article 35, or a narrower sense 

of receiving the best treatment without discrimination when sick. The right to 

culture means the right to enjoy a cultural life through access to and participation 

in education, knowledge, and culture (Hyeon Taek-su, ｢A Study on the Concept 

of Cultural Welfare and Cultural Welfare Policy｣, pg. 13).

    - Related issues

Right to choose meals, psychological health counseling, suicide prevention, sports 

facilities and resting areas, lack of cultural programs, etc.
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Communal University Living that 
Embraces Differences

Direction�of�Human�Rights�Friendly�Guidelines�for
�Communal�University�Living

- Guidelines for ensuring more rights to more people
- Human rights guidelines for considering differences of minorities
- Finding a third method beyond opposition when there is a conflict between rights
- Division of prohibition/recommendation domains and jurisdiction/autonomy domains

List�of�Human�Rights�for�Human�Rights�Friendly�
Communal�Living

Right to 
Space

Right to 
Freedom

Right to 
Equality

Right to 
Safety

Right to 
Participation

Right to 
Culture and 

Health

- Residential 
environment

- Access to 
space 

- Space 
arrangement

- Temporary 
residence

- Control of 
access

- Excessive 
penalty

- Collective 
actions 
including 
assembly and 
association

- Invasion of 
privacy 
including spot 
inspection

- Protection of 
biometric data

- Selection 
criteria for 
residents

- Unfair 
discriminatio
n and 
compulsion

- Right to safety 
from disasters

- Dormitory 
safety and 
security

- Right to safety 
from sexual 
harassment 
and sexual 
violence

- Dormitory 
operation and 
student 
government

 -Disclosure of 
information 

- Dormitory 
assistant’s 
right to 
participate 

- Right to 
choose meals

- Mental health 
counseling 
and suicide 
prevention

- Sports & 
cultural 
facilities and 
resting areas

- Support for 
cultural 
activities
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1 Right to Space

A university dormitory is a common house in which one leads their life while attending 

university. Thus, residents of a dormitory shall be provided with living space to live 

like a human being. Factors to be considered to create a human rights friendly space 

include adequate area and facilities; diversification of space formation and composition; 

sufficient common space; adequate room arrangement; space design that does not 

exclude minorities including foreigners/disabled persons, etc. An attempt to improve and 

modify communal living spaces like a dormitory shall consider the will of its members 

as well as the perspectives of minorities.

Human Rights Friendly Guidelines for 
Communal University Living: Q&AⅡ

Summary

Residential environment

Q : Four people use one room at my university dormitory. What are the criteria of 

a human rights friendly living space?

A : University dormitories shall find a way to secure long-term spaces and improve 

spaces to have 1) hygienic facilities including restrooms, bathrooms, etc.; 2) 

necessary appliances including washing machines, refrigerators, microwaves, 

etc.; 3) basic cooling and heating facilities, etc. that are equivalent to regular 

housing. 

Access to space

Q : The flow of movement in the dormitory including stairs is inconvenient for the 

disabled. What is a good space design for the disabled?

A : University dormitories shall find and implement space design to meet “universal 

design” conditions under the motto, “Everyone is happy when the disabled 

are happy” (ex. “multi-purpose bathrooms for everyone”). 

Space arrangement

Q : It is uncomfortable to live with a person with a completely different lifestyle. Is 
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Residential environment: Four people use one room at my university dormitory. I 

feel like there is not enough personal space. What are the criteria of a human rights 

friendly living space?

there a way to solve this issue through adequate space arrangement?

A : University dormitories shall carry out a survey for room arrangement and make 

sure people with similar lifestyles are assigned as roommates. The disabled 

or foreigners shall not be the subject of exclusion. Particular religions or races 

shall not be the subject of exclusion. 

Temporary residence

Q : Is the dormitory available when temporary residence is needed under unavoidable 

circumstances such as domestic violence and sexual violence?

A : University dormitories shall consider students who are in urgent need of residence 

as victims of sexual violence or domestic violence. University dormitories shall 

review and take immediate action regarding the necessity to separate the 

assailant and the victim in the case of sexual harassment or sexual violence 

while living in the dormitory.

 Related case

“I live in a chicken coop,” B says mockingly who lives in the university dormitory (refer 

to “FGI of Interested Parties”). According to the 『Human Rights Survey of University 

Student Dormitories』 (2018), the area of living space is one of the main reasons for an 

unsatisfactory life in a dormitory. Like this, an issue of space causes an issue of human 

rights. A communal life without sufficient living space will only reduce the quality of life. 

The 『Human Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories』 (2018) also analyzes that 

many complaints about dormitory life come from lack of space. Thus, it is necessary to 

establish minimum criteria for living like a human being before resolving the space issue 

of university dormitories. What are the criteria of living spaces for residents of dormitories?

Judgment criteria

There are no clear legal regulations on the living spaces of university dormitories. 

Dormitories are common houses under the building code, but the housing act does not 

recognize dormitories as “houses” as it considers separate cooking availability. Accordingly, 
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the minimum criteria to be applied to the residential spaces of dormitories shall be 

restructured based on different laws and cases from overseas.

Laws Details

Housing Act 1-person household: 14 ㎡

Labor Standards Act Bedroom area for 1 person: 2.5 ㎡

Japan Housing Master Plan Single person: 25 ㎡

United States Model Housing Code Bedroom floor area: 11.5 ㎡  

Under the Housing Act, 14㎡ is the size in which one can arrange the kitchen and minimal 

furniture, and the kitchen is included in the space composition. Most of the university 

dormitories use a communal kitchen or have no kitchen, barely meeting or failing to meet 

the minimum living area based on the area for a 1-person household. The issue of 

insufficient space is more serious in rooms for more than 4 people.

The minimum area for a 1-person household in Japan is 25㎡ and 11.5㎡ in the United 

States based on the bedroom area (2.5㎡ in Korea under the Labor Standards Act). As the 

quality of life is valued today’s day and age, the legal minimum living area will be improved 

and university dormitories shall endeavor to meet such standards.

Meeting the minimum living area does not mean that all physical conditions of human 

rights friendly living spaces are satisfied. According to the right to adequate housing under 

the “International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,” basic surroundings 

and facilities shall be reviewed in addition to the minimum area for a human rights friendly 

space. The Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) of the United Kingdom 

states that more than one bathroom or shower room shall be installed for a communal 

residence for 4 people. University dormitories are also required to meet the minimum criteria 

including a bathroom and restroom. It is important to have the necessary appliances 

including washing machines and microwaves according to the size of the communal living 

space.

Recently, air quality and noise issues are arising as minimum housing criteria. The Indoor 

Air Quality Control Act states that owners and managers of public-use facilities and 

multi-family housing shall adequately maintain and control indoor air quality, and 

recommends the installation of measuring devices for indoor air quality. With regard to 

noise, Article 53 of the Enforcement Decree of the Building Act and Regulations on Housing 

Construction Standards, etc. state list certain criteria which sound insulation of partition walls 

shall meet.
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 However, there are not adequate regulations targeting dormitories and, therefore, active 

demands by dormitory members urgently require institutionalization. Policy-makers of 

universities also play an important role. Dormitories shall not be the means of making money 

for schools or foundations. It is important to focus all competencies towards solving chronic 

issues of dormitories regarding a lack of space and facilities. In fact, the dormitory 

extensions are being attempted but there are side effects due to conflict with local citizens 

and the destruction of green space. As suggested in the 『Human Rights Survey of University 

Student Dormitories』 (2018), it is necessary to actively try methods of establishing 

dormitories of different sizes within the nearby community, outside of the university.

Related standards

▶ From the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Habitability: Adequate housing must be habitable in terms of providing the inhabitants 

with adequate space and protecting them from coldness, dampness, heat, rain, wind, or 

other threats to health, structural hazards, and disease vectors. Availability of services, 

materials, facilities, and infrastructure: All beneficiaries of the right to adequate housing 

should have sustainable access to natural and common resources; safe drinking water; 

energy for cooking, heating and lighting; sanitation and washing facilities; means of food 

storage; refuse disposal; site drainage; and emergency services.

▶ Framework Act on Residence, Article 2

Article 2: The people have the right to live a decent residential life in a pleasant and 

stable dwelling environment protected against any physical or social danger, as prescribed 

by relevant statutes and ordinances.

▶ Human Rights Charter of Seoul, Article 21 “Right to Adequate Housing”

Article 21: Seoul citizens have the right to enjoy a healthy and safe housing and living 

environment. The Seoul Metropolitan Government shall make an effort to create adequate 

living environments for living like a human being.

Guidelines

1. Residents of university dormitories have the right to live in a pleasant living environment.

2. University dormitories shall make an effort to build a pleasant living environment by 

expanding 1-person and 2-person rooms while reducing rooms for more than 4 people.
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3. University dormitories shall have sanitary facilities including bathrooms and restrooms 

according to the size of the housing space, and improve the environment to be equivalent 

to regular housing in regards to indoor air quality, noise prevention, and more.

   ※ Residential noise, in particular, requires the continued interest of dormitories as it infringes upon 
the right to sleep and causes conflict between roommates.

4. University dormitories shall be equipped with the necessary appliances including washing 

machines, refrigerators, microwaves, etc. and prepare sufficient communal space in which 

to use them.

5. University dormitories shall be equipped with and regularly inspect cooling and heating 

facilities that commensurate with the size of the housing space to provide a pleasant 

environment.

6. University dormitories shall propose issues related to the expansion of dormitory facilities 

and spaces to the dormitory operating committee as a regular agenda. Dormitory councils 

and student bodies shall decide and implement improvement measures against such issues 

each year or each semester.

7. Mid- and long-term plans of university dormitories shall contribute to the realization of 

the universal right to housing of university students, and make an effort to realize various 

forms of space composition. For instance, dormitories of various sizes and forms can 

be brought into the community to expand dormitory space.

 

(Case: BIST Dormitory http://kj.bist.ac.kr/pub/sub05/sub02.php)

※ Connecting the university district with a bicycle path or distributing rental residents concentrated in the 
university district to far-away areas can be considered long-term measures for expanding the resident 
capacity of dormitories.
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Access to space: The flow of movement in the dormitory including stairs is 

inconvenient for the disabled. What is a good space design for the disabled?

 Related case

Many schools are equipped with rooms for disabled students (wheelchair users, etc.) 

according to the law and select them on a preferential basis. There is a disability helper 

system for assigning helper students to disabled students. And yet, disabled students 

experience difficulties when using dormitory spaces. According to the 『Human Rights 

Survey of University Student Dormitories』 (2018), 24.9% of disabled students provided 

negative feedback on dormitory access or use of facilities. Why do disabled students 

experience inconveniences when using dormitory spaces even if there are special rooms 

designed for the disabled?

It is because the right to access to the dormitory is limited. Disabled students often give 

up on living in the dormitory due to a lack of convenience in infrastructures such as steep 

slopes that are difficult for wheelchair users to use. Secondly, the indoor space of dormitories 

is not designed for joint use by non-disabled and disabled students. For example, students 

with visual or hearing impairment want to use a general room, but it does not have any 

braille guidance.

Judgment criteria

The basic concept of space design for dormitories must be changed. Instead of making 

special rooms for disabled students, dormitories shall design overall spaces for both 

non-disabled students and disabled students. Accordingly, the Human Rights Friendly 

Guidelines for Communal University Living suggests dormitories to aim for universal design. 

The Human Rights Forum of Persons with Disabilities in Korea considers the fact that 

“everyone may encounter some kind of disability at some point of in life.” In that sense, 

space design for disabilities shall be designed for everyone. When disabled persons are 

satisfied, the space is comfortable for everyone. We need to remember that we are the same 

people with equal rights despite our differences and personalities. A building that considers 

accessibility of disabled persons is good space for “all.” 

“Universal design” is what shaped this idea. According to the “Seoul Universal Design 

Guidelines,” universal design is the “methodology and philosophy for realizing 

environments, information, and services for everyone regardless of age, physical size, 

disabilities, and abilities.” Universal design refers to design that can be conveniently used 
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by people with physical impairments, but its meaning has been broadened to be space design 

for realizing products, architectures, environments, and services for everyone regardless of 

individuals' abilities, personalities, or differences. For this reason, universal design is also 

called “design for everyone.” Lever door handles, buses with low footholds, ramps, braille 

blocks, elevators for connecting the ground and the subway, etc. are all included in universal 

design. 

According to Daum 100, “The U.K. enacted laws related to design for 

socially-disadvantaged people in 1995 and Shizuoka, Japan remodeled the entire city with 

universal design. In South Korea, local governments are introducing universal design to more 

and more public facilities.” The dormitory at Korea National University of Welfare 

applied universal design (refer to Annex 4). 

Related standards 

▶ Act on Guarantee of Promotion of Convenience of Persons with Disabilities, the Aged, 
Pregnant Women, etc. (Enacted in 1997)

▶ Enforcement Rules of Act on Promotion of the Transportation Convenience of Mobility 
Disadvantaged Persons (Enacted in 2005) 

▶ Framework Ordinance on the Realization of Universal Design City of Seoul (Enacted 
in 2016) 

▶ Manual for the Obstacle-Free Building Certification System (Buildings)

▶ Integrated Guidelines for Universal Design of Seoul

Related documents

▶ Kim Do-hyeon, “Taking on the Challenge of Disability Studies,” pg. 79, pg. 83 
“The idea that ‘things made to be good for the disabled can also be good for non-disabled’ 

expands to the so-called universal design movement.” Another slogan of the universal design 
movement is ”design for everyone.” The purpose is to design in a way that is good for 

everyone instead of making it only good for the disabled.

“The disability issue is not an ‘issue of the disabled’ because it carries the insinuation 

that there is a problem with the disabled persons...The disability issue is an ‘issue of 
relationship between the disabled and non-disabled...Ultimately, the non-disabled must 
change and society with a focus on the non-disabled must be changed...Our society can 
only stop otherizing the disabled by understanding disability in this manner.”
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Guidelines

1. The university shall aim for space design to meet “universal design” conditions under 

the motto, “Everyone is happy when the disabled are happy.” 

2. Newly built dormitories can apply universal design from the beginning, but existing 
dormitories have a limit in applying universal design. Therefore, dormitories shall seek 
a realistic method of remodeling existing space. In this case, they can cooperate with 
the disability support center on campus.

3. The university shall make efforts to reflect the cost for remodeling space with universal 

design in the budget.

4. When applying universal design, the university shall 1) supplement steep slopes to the 

building entrance to make a sidewalk for the free passage of disabled students and 2) 
create indoor space without door sills and install equipment based on the characteristics 
of disabilities, such as light bars. 

5. The university shall prepare a manual that reflects the characteristics of disabilities such 
as guidance in braille so that residents with visual or auditory impairments or 

developmental disorders can manage safety and handle emergencies. 

6. The university shall prepare “multi-purpose restrooms for everyone” that can be used 
by not only the disabled but also people of different genders. 

※ Below are examples from the dormitory at Korea National University of Welfare.

Sloped wheelchair access path Anti-slip sloped path  Handrails in the corridor

Indoor space without doorsills
Light bars for persons with 

hearing impairment
Multi-purpose restrooms for 

everyone
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Space arrangement: It is uncomfortable to live with a person with a completely 

different lifestyle. Is there a way to solve this issue through adequate space 

arrangement? 

7. University dormitories shall provide a “disability helper system” to help disabled students.

8. University dormitories shall provide cohabitation spaces for disabled and non-disabled 
students and consider assigning roommates according to their personal characteristics. 

9. University dormitories shall explain the characteristics of disabilities to resident students 

to help them understand, and resident students must deliberate on ways in which to live 
together with disabled students. In other words, the issue related to the right to access 
of the disabled in university dormitories shall not be limited to the helping of the disabled. 
Ultimately, students shall have a mind and lifestyle that do not “otherize” the disabled. 

 Related case

People with different cultures and conditions live together in dormitories. 
As such, there are conflicts caused by differences. These conflicts become more severe when 
people with different dispositions and values share the same room. Recently, there have been 
many reports about conflicts with foreign students due to cultural differences. “There are 

many issues because we have many international students, but the dormitory does not assign 
students of the same culture to live in the same room. Because of this, there are conflicts 
between Asian and Western roommates,” one student said in “FGI with Concerned Parties.” 
“In the international dormitory, students from Western cultures open their doors and play 

music loudly. They even walk around in their underwear... And there is also a noise problem. 
They play music really loudly in the shower...” Conflicts also occur between students with 
visual impairment and students who are sensitive to light or students with hearing 
impairments and students who are sensitive to sound. Furthermore, conflicts arise from 

different lifestyles, for instance, students who value cleaning and those who do not, or 
students who wake up early and students who wake up late. How can we solve the problems 
in these cases? 

Judgment criteria

When being assigned to a room, people feel comfortable living with people of the same 
nationality, culture, or lifestyle. The principle of coidentity may bring ignorance and 
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indiscretion to different cultures and lifestyles. This can isolate foreign students. The most 

important factor when it comes to room arrangement is balancing differences and coidentity 
while avoiding elements that may violate human rights. 

Schools must consider individuals’ circumstances by conducting a survey before assigning 

rooms. Questionnaires for room assignment shall include individual circumstances, things 

to be avoided, and preferences. The selection of questions shall not be associated with factors 

of prejudice and discrimination. Matching lifestyles such as being a morning person/night 

person, the brightness of light, and cleaning habits are considered as matters of choice 

according to one’s preference. However, factors including disabilities, nationalities, races, 

etc. may lead to an issue of discrimination.

“Highly desirable” may be used as an option for living with foreign students or disabled 

students, but ”highly undesirable” should not be an available option. Questionnaires before 

assigning rooms shall not include a selection for not living with foreign students or disabled 

students.

Many other inconveniences found in communal living with others cannot be solved by 

changing the room arrangement method. Room assignment based on individuals’ likes and 

dislikes shall be followed by a process of learning the culture and preferences of the 

roommate. We can expect the fostering of the attitude for respecting differences through 

this process.

Reference law and case

▶ 「National Human Rights Commission of Korea Act」

 The term “discriminatory act that violates the right to equality” means favorably treating, 

excluding, discriminating against the supply or use of residential facilities, without 

reasonable grounds, on the grounds of sex, religion, disability, age, social status, region of 

origin (referring to a place of birth, place of registration, principal area of residence before 

coming of age, etc.), state of origin, ethnic origin, physical condition such as features, marital 

status such as being single, separated, divorced, widowed, remarried, or married de facto, 

pregnancy or childbirth, types or forms of family, race, skin color, ideology, or political 

opinion, criminal record of which the effect of punishment has been extinguished, sexual 

orientation, academic career, medical history, etc. 

▶ Questionnaires of non-Korean university dormitories including Pine Manor College’s 

“New Student Housing Questionnaire,” University of Rhode Island’s “Roommate 

Questionnaire,” etc.
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Temporary residence: Is the dormitory available when temporary residence is 

needed under unavoidable circumstances such as domestic violence and sexual 

violence?

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall carry out a survey for room arrangement and make sure 

people with similar lifestyles are assigned as roommates. A survey shall be limited to 

life patterns, habits, or preferences including sleeping times, hobbies, cleaning, etc. The 

disabled or foreigners shall not be the subject of exclusion. Particular religions or races 

shall not be the subject of exclusion. 

※ Refer to questionnaires of non-Korean university dormitories included in Annex 5 and the websites 
below.
Boston University http://www.bu.edu/losangeles/incoming-students/forms/housing-questionnaire-dormitories 
University of Northwestern Ohio https://www.unoh.edu/files/housing/HousingQuestionnaire.pdf
Pine Manor College http://www.pmc.edu/housing-questionnaire

2. The disabled in need of help shall be assigned with students who voluntarily selected 

to help through the disability helper system, etc. The disabled shall be able to live in 

standard rooms with non-disabled students through universal design. 

3. University dormitories shall provide presentations and education via OT to local citizens 

for promoting awareness of different cultures and conditions, and all members of 

dormitories shall understand and respect diverse cultures and conditions. 

 Related case

The following situations may occur.
- A person identified as the assailant of sexual violence on campus resides in the dormitory

- Both the assailant and victim of sexual violence on campus reside in the dormitory
- A victim of domestic violence requests to reside in the dormitory
- A victim of sexual violence or human rights infringement on campus requests extension 

of dormitory residence

Judgment criteria

1) The following criteria must be met.
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 - Safe residence of the victim must be ensured.

 - If the damage is significant or serious and there is a concern of continuous damage, 

the victim may request accommodation to stop the damage, protect the victim, and 

guarantee the right to learn and to university life.

 - The dormitory shall review and handle the request immediately if the victim or related 

campus organization requests instant separation from the assailant.

 - Any taken measures shall be discussed sufficiently with the victim to prevent secondary 

damage.

 - The victim and reporter must be protected through the maintenance of confidentiality 

and prevention of secondary damage.

2) The following criteria shall be taken into account.

 - If the victim of domestic violence or sexual violence has difficulty maintaining school 

life because of residence, the steering committee shall discuss the case based upon the 

request and situation.

 - If discordance with residence requirements is caused by damage on campus, the respective 

committee shall review the matter.

 - If the respective committee cannot be called immediately, provision of temporary 

accommodation shall be considered.

 - If there is a concern of secondary damage in the dormitory, prevention measures or 

programs shall be operated.

 - Data shall be prepared to restrict the person subject to disciplinary action from moving 

in.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 30

Article 30: Citizens who have suffered bodily injury or death due to the criminal act 

of another may receive aid from the State under the conditions as prescribed by Act.

▶ Personal Information Protection Act, Article 29

Article 29: Every handler of personal information shall take technical, managerial, and 

physical measures, such as establishing an internal management plan, preserving access 

records, etc., which are necessary to ensure safety as prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree, so that personal information may not be lost, stolen, divulged, forged, altered, 

or damaged.
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▶ Sexual Violence Prevention and Victims Protection Act

 ① The State and local governments shall take the following measures to prevent sexual 

violence and provide protection and support for victims of sexual violence (hereinafter 

referred to as “victims”):

   1. Building and operation of a system for reporting sexual violence cases;

   2. Investigation, research, education, and publicity to prevent sexual violence;

   3. Establishment and operation of facilities for the protection and support of victims;

   4. Support for the rehabilitation of victims, including residential assistance, occupational 

training, and legal aid;

   5. Building and operation of cooperative systems between related agencies to facilitate 

the provision of protection and support for victims; 

   6. Improvement of harmful environment to prevent sexual violence;

   7. Improvement of related statutes and the establishment, implementation, and evaluation 

of various policies to protect and support victims.

 ② The State and local governments shall take necessary budgetary measures to fulfill the 

responsibilities under Paragraph 1.

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea Act, Articles 48 and 50

Article 48: 1. After the Commission receives any petition, if it is deemed highly likely 

that any violation of human rights or a discriminatory act against a person subject to 

investigation is in progress and then it is deemed likely that any damage impracticable 

to recover where such violation or discrimination is left unattended, the Commission may 

recommend to take measures falling under any of the following subparagraphs on the 

application before making a decision on such petition:

   - Provision of medical services, meals, clothing, etc.;

   - Participation in the on-site inspection and appraisal of any relevant place, facility or 

materials, etc.;

   - Change of the detention or accommodation place of the relevant internee;

   - Cessation of a violation of human rights or a discriminatory act;

   - Displacement of any public official who is deemed to commit a violation of human 

rights or a discriminatory act from his/her present position;

   - Other necessary matters for protecting the life or physical safety of such victim.

  2. The Commission may, if deemed necessary, take necessary measures for protecting 

the life, physical safety and honor of any party or any interested person, securing any 
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relevant evidence or preventing the destruction thereof, or recommend such measures 

to the interested person and the head of the competent institution, etc.

   Article 50: The Commission may publish the content and results of any investigation 

and mediation, recommendations to the related agencies, etc., and measures, etc., taken 

by the related agencies, etc., under this Chapter: Provided, that this shall not apply where 

such publication is restrained by any other Act or it is likely to infringe on the privacy 

of any individual.

▶ University Dormitory Regulations

 1. General selection (only enrolled students with a GPA of 3.5 or higher can apply, 

selection by drawing)

 2. Selection of underprivileged (disabled students, basic living security recipients, low 

income classes)

 3. Selection of persons allocated for each department according to internal rules of the 

department (Law School, Exam Center, International Education Center, International 

Graduate School, ROTC, etc.)

▶ Restriction on Qualifications of University Dormitory Residence

 1. Persons who received disciplinary action according to university rules

 2. Persons deemed by a physician as necessary to be quarantined because of an infectious 

disease, etc.

 3. Persons on a leave of absence

 4. Other persons deemed by the director to be disqualified for residence

▶ University Human Rights Center Regulations

 1. The Center, deliberation committee, and investigation committee shall guarantee the 

rights of the victim when handling a case.

 2. The victim shall not receive any disadvantage regarding employment, human resources, 

academic affairs, and administration because of the case.

Guidelines

1. The university dormitory shall prepare and guide an immediate temporary support system, 

which grants a meeting of administrators a discretionary authority to take temporary 

measures on dormitory support, and later reports the matter to the residence decision 

committee for approval.
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2. When damage due to sexual harassment or sexual violence occurs, the university 

dormitory shall review the need to separate the assailant and victim and take immediate 

action.

3. The university dormitory shall consider removing the assailant from the dormitory for 

separation.

4. Immediate separation of the assailant: The university dormitory shall separate the assailant 

immediately if the damage continues or is likely to continue. If the damage is significant, 

separation measures can be taken immediately to protect the victim.

5. Any taken separation measures shall be discussed sufficiently with the victim to consider 

their every need.

6. The university dormitory shall cooperate with organizations on campus.

7. The university dormitory shall inform the victim of shelters outside of school.
 
   ※ Information on shelters for sexual harassment or sexual violence
     - Ministry of Gender Equality and Family: 1366 (available 24/7)
     - Other external counseling centers, etc.
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2 Right to Freedom

- All members of cohabitation have the right to not have their freedom infringed upon 

by others. In other words, members of the dormitory shall have freedom of body, 

freedom of expression, freedom of religion, etc. Regarding the right to freedom, there 

are issues such as curfew, surveillance and roll call by the housemaster, limited freedom 

of expression, excessive penalty system, protection of privacy, and religious and cultural 

freedom in the dormitory.

Summary

Control of access

Q : I returned to the dormitory late after a shift at my part-time job, but I couldn’t 
get inside because of the curfew. Is the curfew really necessary for a university 

dorm?

A : Before applying a curfew, university dormitories must first present a solution 

based on understanding and interaction, such as the etiquette to be followed 

when returning late. Even if a curfew is applied, the dormitory must prepare 

a temporary resting area within the dormitory so that residents do not wander 

around outside.

Excessive penalty system

Q : The dormitory at our school has a penalty system where your liberties for going 

outside are restricted for poor academic performance. Isn’t this an excessive 
infringement of personal freedom?

A : University dormitories shall always consider how to help resident students 

over unilateral regulation or discipline. University dormitories may regulate the 

freedom of students at its discretion, but only with the mandatory prior 

consent of students.

Assembly and collective action, posting and distribution of printed materials

Q : All events other than official events hosted by the dormitory require approval. 

Some students complain about the noise, making it difficult to have assemblies. 

Isn’t this an excessive infringement of freedom of assembly?

A : Assembly, demonstration, and posting or distribution of printed materials in 
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the dormitory are to be approved if reported in advance, unless they contain 

hateful or violent content. Restrictions shall be discussed with the dormitory 

council.

Invasion of privacy including spot inspections

Q : The university looks through our rooms and belongings during spot inspections. 

Safety is important, but we have things that don’t want to show other people. 
Is this an invasion of privacy?

A : In principle, university dormitories shall not inspect rooms when residents are 

not present. If inspection is necessary, it shall be explained and discussed 

sufficiently through the dormitory council. A spot inspection may be conducted 

minimally in an emergency situation and residents must be informed 

immediately afterward.

Protection of biometric data

Q : Some university dormitories demand biometric data of residents to operate the 

access control system. Is there a system for the infringement of human rights 

related to the collection of biometric data by university dormitories?

A : University dormitories cannot collect biometric data without the consent of 

residents. University dormitories are required to inform all members in detail 

the risk of privacy invasion regarding the collection of biometric data and 

transparently disclose how personal information is handled. Furthermore, 

university dormitories must prepare an alternative means of access other than 

biometrics and inform members of such means. Even if members agree to 

the collection of biometric data, it is necessary to carefully review whether 

the consent is practical. The human rights center on campus shall be 

consulted for advisory on the infringement of human rights.
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Control of access: I returned to the dormitory late after a shift at my part-time job. 

Because there was a curfew, I wasn't able to enter my dorm and I wandered 

around outside. Doesn’t the curfew infringe upon my freedom of action and safety 

at the same time? Is the curfew really necessary for a university dorm?

 Related case

According to the 『Human Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories』 (2018), male 

students depicted the cafeteria, residential area, cost, and control of access (10.1%) as the 

most unsatisfactory issues. Female students depicted cost, cafeteria, residential area, penalty 

system, roll call, inspection, and control of access (7.8%) as the most unsatisfactory issues. 

In other words, “control of access and grounding” (26.5%) are actually the most important 

human rights problems of dormitories.

Most dormitories apply restrictions to guarantee the rights to sleep and security of 

residents. Removing such restrictions can lead to other issues related to noise, alcohol 

consumption, sleep disturbance, and safety. In fact, students who come in drunk late at night 

are very likely to cause inconvenience to other members of the dormitory, roommates in 

particular. Students who come in late are sometimes prevented from entering the building, 

but most cases are controlled by imposing penalty points. However, the penalty system 

actually causes students to stay up all night outside the dormitory if they cannot make curfew 

in order to avoid the penalty.

Judgment criteria

All members have a right to be respected and have freedom without infringement. 

Therefore, if possible, the priority should be placed on seeking a third method of respecting 

other members while not restraining freedom. For instance, when we wake up from sleep 

and go to the bathroom at home, we try to move silently so as to not wake up family 

members. We would ask for understanding in advance if we were to get home late. By 

doing so, we can maintain our right to freedom while guaranteeing our family members 

the right to sleep. Similarly, understanding and etiquette must come before the curfew in 

dormitory life. Members need to practice good manners and ask for understanding so that 

they do not violate the right to sleep of roommates. Students can practice cohabitation 

without restricting others’ right to freedom.

 However, hours of access into the dormitory may be limited if it is for the public welfare 

of members or if the majority of members agree. The National Human Rights Commission 
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of Korea acknowledged the curfew system as a reasonable restriction in such cases. The 

priority should be placed on establishing a temporary residence so that students do not 

wander around outside, preventing the violation of the rights to freedom, safety, and sleep.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 17 

Article 17 (Privacy and Freedom): The privacy of no citizen shall be infringed.

▶ Constitution, Article 37, Paragraph 2

Article 37 (Respect and Restriction of Freedoms and Rights of Citizens): ② The 

freedoms and rights of citizens may be restricted by Act only when necessary for 

national security, the maintenance of law and order or for public welfare. Even when 

such restriction is imposed, no essential aspect of the freedom or right shall be violated.

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea, Decision of the Committee for 

Rectification Human Rights Violations 2 (17-Petition-1332200, Dormitory Curfew 

System and Privacy Invasion by Spot Inspection)

   5. Judgment

     A. Regarding essence of petition A.

The university subject to petition partially restricts the life of dormitory residents 

by setting a curfew and time of access control, but residents are allowed to go 

out without difficulty as long as they fill out and submit a request form. Since 

dormitory residence is not mandatory, individuals are free to move in and out 

according to their own will. Of course, such a restriction can be somewhat 

inconvenient from the standpoint of the petitioner, but the dormitory is a place 

in which many students to live together and thus requires certain rules to create 

a safe and pleasant living environment. The restriction above cannot be seen as 

excessive limitation of dormitory residents’ freedom of action. Accordingly, the 

petition is dismissed pursuant to Article 39, Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 2 of the 

National Human Rights Commission Act because the curfew and time of access 

control applied to dormitory residents do not constitute an infringement of the 

petitioner’s human rights.

Guidelines

1. Freedom and safety of members shall be protected to the highest degree. Therefore, 

instead of applying a curfew, university dormitories must first present a solution based 
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Excessive penalty system: The dormitory at our school has a penalty system 

where your liberties for going outside are restricted for poor academic 

performance. Isn’t this an excessive infringement of personal freedom?

on understanding and interaction, such as a program to teach the etiquette to be followed 

when returning late at night. 

2. If etiquette is not followed frequently, a moderate penalty system can be prepared to 

guide students. 

3. Lastly, a time of access control may be set as appropriate and deemed necessary by the 

majority of students for the rights to sleep, safety, and public welfare. Related rules shall 

be determined by the dormitory council.

4. However, even if access time is controlled, residents shall not be neglected on the streets. 

There must be a temporary resting area other than the assigned dormitory rooms. In this 

case, students can rest safely in the temporary space inside the dormitory building without 

disrupting other members, roommates in particular.

 Related case

In fact, University A restricted students’ liberties for going outside if they failed to meet 

the standard TOEIC score for 5 weeks. English communication is very important in this 

university due to special circumstances and the school’s focus on improving the English 

competency of students. Grounding, however, was not under any set measures or regulations 

and was not agreed upon by the members in advance. Thus, the right to decide self-action 

by victims was violated. Did the university violate students' right to liberty?

Judgment criteria

In this case, the right to decide self-action by victims conflicts with the discretionary 

power of the advisor and the guarantee of autonomy by the university. However, in principle, 

adults have the fundamental right to freedom, or the right to decide self-action. Therefore, 

it would be desirable for the dormitory to encourage students, instead of restraining, so that 

students can practice self-development through counseling programs.

Of course, if students agree, their right to decide self-action may be restricted for a given 
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period to a certain degree. Even in this case, the minimal necessary restrictions must be 

applied based on the consent of students. Pursuant to Article 37, Paragraph 2 of the 

Constitution, the human rights guidelines aim to set forth the criteria so that when the 

fundamental rights of students are to be restricted based upon autonomy of the university, 

such restrictions cannot infringe upon the essence of fundamental rights and are limited to 

the minimal necessary level.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 17

 Article 17 (Privacy and Freedom): The privacy of no citizen shall be infringed.

▶ Constitution, Article 31, Paragraph 4 

Article 31 (Right to Receive Education, Responsibility, and Promotion of Lifelong 

Education): (4) Independence, professionalism and political impartiality of education and 

the autonomy of institutions of higher learning shall be guaranteed under the conditions 

as prescribed by Act.

▶ Constitution, Article 37, Paragraph 2

Article 37 (Respect and Restriction of Freedoms and Rights of Citizens): (2) The 

freedoms and rights of citizens may be restricted by Act only when necessary for national 

security, the maintenance of law and order or for public welfare. Even when such 

restriction is imposed, no essential aspect of the freedom or right shall be violated.

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea, Decision of the Committee for 

Rectification Human Rights Violations 2 (15-Petition-0885500 & 16-Petition-0156600 

Grounding of Students Who Failed to Meet the Standard TOEIC Score)

 5. Judgment

   A. Guarantee of the university’s autonomy

Freedom of learning and the arts regulated in Article 22, Paragraph 1 of the 

Constitution includes the autonomy of the university. Article 1, Paragraph 4 of the 

Constitution also acknowledges the autonomy of the university as a fundamental 

social right. As such, the Constitution guarantees the autonomy of the university 

in determining and practicing any affairs needed to realize its educational goals. 

Therefore, the method chosen by the university to educate and instruct students 

for the attainment of such educational goals shall be respected. However, even 

when the fundamental rights of students are restricted based upon the autonomy 
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of the university, such restriction shall be limited to the minimal necessary level 

without infringing upon the essence of the fundamental rights pursuant to Article 

37, Paragraph 2 of the Constitution.

   B. Appropriateness of educational objectives and methods

(...) Although the public value of improving TOEIC scores is acknowledged, all 

students are permitted to go out on a daily basis or from Friday to Sunday 

according to regulations of Dormitory A. It would be a considerable disadvantage 

to ground the victims on every Friday and Saturday for five weeks because of 

poor academic performance, as instructed by the respondent. Also, there is another 

problem of not undergoing a reasonable procedure, such as preliminary discussion 

with members of the university, as prescribed by the school rules or regulations 

of Dormitory A. Accordingly, compared to the educational goal of improving 

TOEIC scores, the restriction of the right to decide self-action of the victims caused 

by grounding is greater. The freedom of private life, such as visiting families or 

friends who live far away, was also restricted during the five weeks of grounding. 

The degree of the restriction exceeds the minimalism of infringement and the legal 

balance. Thus, the university is deemed as to have infringed upon the freedom of 

general behavior based on the right to the pursuit of happiness guaranteed under 

Article 10 of the Constitution and privacy under Article 17.

▶ 『Human Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories』 (2018), interview

“There wouldn’t be as many problems if the penalty regulations could be minimized. 

I don’t think there is a human rights problem in the penalty regulations.” (Dorm resident 

of University F)

Guidelines

1. The freedom of residents must be protected as much as possible, and education for 

self-development shall be left to their own decision.

2. University dormitories shall always consider how to help resident students over unilateral 

regulation or discipline.

3. University dormitories may regulate the freedom of students at its discretion, but only 

with the students’ mandatory prior consent. The regulation shall be based upon the 

minimal regulatory principle. 
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Assembly and collective action: Besides official events hosted by the dormitory, all 

other events are operated on an approval system, and some students complain 

that events disrupt their learning. It is difficult to hold assemblies freely. Isn’t this 

an excessive infringement of the freedom of assembly? 

4. The minimal regulatory principle shall be determined by working together with students 

based on a procedure and system.

 Related case

In 2015, many universities claimed to be global universities, but they imposed a penalty 

of 10 points as a warning to students who cause disharmony between the school and students 

by hosting an unlawful political or religious assembly without the approval of the head 

resident, expelled “leaders of an unauthorized assembly,” or imposed a penalty of 5 points 

to followers. 

Additionally, dormitory rules that define censorship, assembly, and association as matters 

of approval go against the right to assembly guaranteed by the Constitution. 

Students are entirely inhibited from collective actions without approval of the director or 

head resident and must obtain prior approval at least 1-7 days in advance. Even if approval 

is obtained, assemblies must end before sunset or roll call. Universities exist to teach the 

principles of the Constitution, politics, and press, yet dormitory students are required to 

follow preliminary censorship guidelines in expressing their political views. 

Many schools prohibit unauthorized posting and distribution of promotion and advertising 

materials. In over half of the cases, students cannot express their opinions freely. Advertising 

materials must be posted in the designated areas according to set standards, and any violation 

results in a penalty point. The regulations on the “prohibition of possession of seditious 

books, music albums, and files” also arouse controversy over the infringement of the right 

to freedom.

The dormitory at a university received complaints from students after a staff member tore 

a hand-written poster posted on the dormitory wall instead of the bulletin board.
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Judgment criteria

The Constitution of the Republic of Korea guarantees freedom of assembly and 

demonstration as a fundamental right. Therefore, we must start by acknowledging the fact 

that assembly and collective action are fundamental rights of residents and users.

It is one of the rights of members to be able to engage in collective actions such as 

assembly and demonstration to achieve their goals of expressing intent or securing rightful 

benefits. As the freedom of peaceful assembly and demonstration is a fundamental right 

of citizens in a democratic nation, a peaceful assembly cannot be regarded as a threat to 

or infringement of public security and order. General inconvenience caused inevitably by 

the collective exercise of freedom of assembly by individuals can be endured on the level 

of assembly culture, such as the coordination of interests regarding respect for values, 

communication, and compromise.

There must be a strict limitation on the prohibition of assembly or collective action. It 

is considered excessive regulation and can be an act of controlling the right to freedom 

to prohibit “acts of disruption or instigation against the operational policy of the dormitory,” 

“assembly with impure intention,” “speech, behavior, collective action, or instigation 

disordering the dormitory discipline,” and “expression of collective intention.”

Instead, it would be necessary to prohibit assembly or collective action that “creates or 

reinforces disharmony among dormitory residents or includes hateful and violent 

expression.”

Freedom of assembly has functions like (1) manifestation of personality, (2) protection 

of minorities, (3) means of stabilization and change, and (4) right to personal democratic 

participation. 

(1) Freedom of expression is the most direct expression of personality. 

(2) Freedom of assembly is an effective means to jointly express an opposing opinion 

against the ruling power and a vital fundamental right to protect and reflect minority 

opinions (Constitutional Court, 10/30/2003, 2000-Constitution Ba-67.83 [Combined]). 

Therefore, freedom of demonstration and assembly must be guaranteed according to 

the fundamental principles of democracy so that acts of expression by minorities are 

protected from unfair interference or restriction in the existing system (Constitutional 

Court, 1/28/1992, 89-Constitution Ga-8, opposing opinion of Justice Byeon Jeong-su).

(3) Freedom of expression facilitates social change through a peaceful process. The 

opportunity to hear the diverse opinions from individuals shall not be deprived in 

resolving social issues and conflicts through open, public discussion.
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(4) Decisions based on the majority rule can gain general legitimacy only if minorities 

are protected effectively. The majority rule depends on whether the minority side had 

a sufficient impact on the formation of opinions. 

Freedom of assembly and demonstration is a collective form of freedom of expression 

and a fundamental right vital for realizing a democratic government by pursuing common 

benefits through the collective expression of opinions and playing an effective role in the 

formation of political and social opinions.

The restriction on assembly, demonstration, posting, and distribution shall be minimized. 

For guaranteeing fundamental rights, it is desirable to operate this restriction according to 

the principle of prior reporting rather than approval. 

Regarding the posting and distribution of advertisements and printouts on campus and 

in the dormitory, Korea University regulates students to report posting and distribution to 

the university through the clause on prior reporting. 

Related standards 

▶ International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 19

Article 19: (1) Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference. (2) 

Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; for respect of the rights or 

reputations of others; and for the protection of national security or of public order, or 

of public health or morals.

▶ Constitution, Article 10

Article 10: All citizens shall be assured of human worth and dignity and have the right 

to pursuit of happiness. 

▶ Constitution, Article 21

Article 21: All citizens shall enjoy freedom of speech and the press, and freedom of 

assembly and association. Censorship and licensing of assembly and association shall 

not be recognized.

▶ Constitutional Court 5/28/2009. 2007-Constitution Ba-22, Constitutional Court 1. 28. 

2014. 2011-Constitution Ba-174, etc.

Assembly refers to temporary gatherings of many persons with a certain purpose in a 

certain place. “Internal bonding” is a sufficient common purpose.

▶ Assembly and Demonstration Act

The term “demonstration” means an act of a group of persons associated under common 
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objectives parading along, or displaying their will or vigorous determination in, public 

places available for the free movement of the general public, such as roads, plazas, parks, 

etc., with the aim of exerting influence on the opinions of a large number of unspecified 

persons or overwhelming them. 

▶ Framework Act on Education, Article 12

(1) Fundamental human rights of learners including students shall be respected and 

protected in the process of school education or social education. (2) The curriculum of 

education, educational methods, educational materials, and educational facilities shall be 

provided to make the most of a learner's ability in a way that respects his/her personality 

and values his/her individuality. 

Guidelines

1. In principle, assembly, demonstration, and posting or distribution of printed materials in 

university dormitories shall be approved if reported in advance, unless they contain 

hateful or violent content.

2. It shall be reported in principle. If restricted, rules are to be made by discussing and 

inspecting with the dormitory council or residents to reinvigorate autonomous regulation, 

democratic communication, and public sharing of opinions.

3. For the settlement of a healthy culture of assembly and demonstration, students shall be 

educated and guided to have the qualifications and sensibility for claiming their rights 

while respecting the rights of others. University dormitories, councils, and student bodies 

are advised to cooperate and prepare for educational programs.

4. In places of assembly, filming or photographing without the consent of subjects must 

be avoided because it is an infringement of the portrait right or the right to 

self-determination of personal information. However, this shall not apply to the filming 

or photographing of sites of violence or human rights infringement as it is needed to 

enhance human rights and prevent damage. 

5. If human rights infringement needs to be discussed when dealing with restrictions, the 

advisory and cooperation of the on-campus human rights center, related organizations, 

and external experts must be sought.

※ Reference (similar case of restriction)

Article 44(7) (Prohibition on Circulation of Unlawful Information) of the Act on Promotion 

of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, etc. 
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Invasion of privacy including spot inspections: The university looks through our 

rooms and belongings during spot inspections. Safety is important, but we have 

things that don’t want to show other people. Is this an invasion of privacy?

regulates the administrative system through the Korea Communications Standards Commission 

and Korea Communications Commission regarding unlawful information on the internet, 

including obscene content, defamation, threat, service disruption, media harmful to youths, 

speculative activities, national secrets, National Security Act, crime, aid, and abetment.

The Korea Communications Standards Commission deliberates on information prescribed by the 

Enforcement Decree as necessary for nurturing sound communication ethics, from among 

information disclosed to the public and distributed via telecommunication circuits, or requests 

for correction (Act on the Establishment and Operation of Korea Communications Commission, 

Article 21, Subparagraph 4). 

The Korea Communications Standards Commission deliberates on illegality and harmfulness of 

information according to its Regulation on Deliberation of Information and Communication 27 

and requests for correction by information service providers or forum administrators such as 

deletion, cancellation, blocking of connection, fulfillment of indication duty, and change of 

indication methods.

 Related case

Dormitory students are sometimes subject to “spot inspections” of their most private 

spaces without them knowing under the pretext of “inspection”. Among the universities 

investigated, 28 universities (15.6%) state in their rules that they “have the authority to 

access rooms when students are absent.”

The dormitory at University A stipulates, “Dormitory life assistants may enter rooms when 

students are present or absent to inspect all articles and conditions of the rooms. Dormitory 

life assistants can impose penalties for violation of residence rules.” Law school students 

at University B resisted, saying, “It is unlawful to enter into the rooms of students without 

sufficient explanation, notice, and prior consent...If the school goes ahead with the 

inspection, we will file a civil suit and criminally accuse the school of trespassing.” The 

dormitory at University C also describes in its rules that “The dormitory director may decide 

to conduct a spot roll call.” A post was uploaded on the website of the dormitory saying, 

”Someone went into an empty room and unplugged electric appliances and turned off power 
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strips.” A dormitory advisor wrote a comment explaining that roll calls are intended to 

”inspect the condition of rooms” and said, “Please understand that the roll call system is 

practiced for your safety.” University A added that spot inspections are “to be executed 

after prior notice.”

As such, there are conflicting views that spot inspections are excessive invasion of privacy 

and that they are minimal measures for ensuring safety. A women’s university drove students 

out of the dormitory for bringing in prohibited articles such as electric blankets. Also, 

Women's University A suffered a controversy over invasion of personal information and 

privacy by punishing, imposing penalty, or driving out students for “unfaithful entry of 

personal information on the website (photo, contact information, home address, phone 

number, etc),” “distribution, posting, or incitement of unapproved printouts,” “possession of 

seditious books, music albums, and files,” “long-term film watching or gaming at night,” 

“unnecessary visiting of rooms of others,” and “poor attitude during roll call” based on its 

“authority to access private rooms without the consent of students.”

전국 4년제 종합대학 180개교 기숙사 사칙 분석 Analysis of Dormitory Rules at 180 Four-year Universities around the Nation

점호 또는 폐관 시간 규정 Roll call or closing time regulation

있음 72.8% (131개교) Reinforces 72.8% (131 universities)

없음 27.2% (49개교) Does not reinforce 27.2% (49 universities)

외박 제한 Grounding

없음 62.2% (112개교) Does not reinforce 62.2% (112 universities)

평일 모두 외박 불가 16.7% (30개교) Cannot sleep outside on weekdays 16.7% (30 universities)

일정 횟수 외박만 허용 21.1% (38개교) Can sleep outside only a certain number of days 21.1% (38 universities)

기숙사 내 단체행동 집회 제한 Restriction of collective action and assembly inside the dormitory

있음 44.4% (80개교) Reinforces 44.4% (80 universities)

없음 55.6% (100개교) Does not reinforce 55.6% (100 universities)

기숙사 내 광고 게시물 부착 제한 Restriction on hanging advertisements and materials in the dormitory
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※ Source: The Hankyoreh, 21, Result of Complete Enumeration Survey on Four-Year Universities around the 
Nation in 2015

있음 57.2% (103개교) Reinforces 57.2% (103 universities)

없음 42.8% (77개교) Does not reinforce 42.8% (77 universities)

사칙 위반 동조 방조 행위 처벌 Punishment for violation of dormitory rules 

있음 13.9% (25개교) Reinforces 13.9% (25 universities)

없음 86.1% (155개교) Does not reinforce 86.1% (155 universities)

사생 부재시 방 점검 Inspection of rooms when students are absent

있음 15.6% (28개교) Reinforces 15.6% (28 universities)

없음 84.4% (152개교) Does not reinforce 84.4% (152 universities)

다른 학생 사칙 위반 신고시 상점 부여
Granting of bonus points for reporting violations of dormitory rules by other 
students

있음 13.3% (24개교) Reinforces 13.3% (24 universities)

없음 86.7% (156개교) Does not reinforce 86.7% (156 universities)

사칙 위반 시 보호자에게 통보 Notification to guardians about violation of dormitory rules

있음 12.2% (22개교) Reinforces 12.2% (22 universities)

없음 87.8% (158개교) Does not reinforce 87.8% (158 universities)

Judgment criteria

Princeton University in the United States stipulates that “residents of the dormitory 

generally have the right to make their life rules.” Details are described as community life 

etiquette instead of control and surveillance. The dormitory does not evaluate residents with 

a penalty system. 

Waseda University in Japan also uses the method of leasing rooms instead of controlling 

residents. The dormitory prohibits drinking and overnight visitors, but there is no curfew 

or roll call. 

The dormitory at Rhode Island School of Design does not have a penalty system or 

regulation to drive out residents except for removal of residents who do drugs or are found 

drinking with a juvenile student three or more times. The dormitory is open at all times, 

and there is no roll call. The head resident does not enter any rooms, except for periodic 

inspections with notice in advance. If a pass is issued, parents and friends may stay overnight 

in the room (single room).

Gyeonggi-do Human Rights Center conducted human rights monitoring on dormitory 

regulations of universities in Gyeonggi-do Province in 2019. The center advised to remove 

dormitory regulations prohibiting political assemblies, debates, speeches, and collective 

organizations as they infringe upon the freedom of assembly and association and freedom 

of the press. The center also advised to remove regulations that infringe upon the freedom 
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of privacy, such as prior approval for sleeping out, submission of documents for long-term 

leave, and contact with guardians when sleeping out without permission. The center also 

advised to remove regulations that infringe upon the freedom of conscience, such as 

imposition of joint penalty points for not reporting peers for violating the rules. Furthermore, 

the center advised to remove regulations that require residents to comply with instructions 

of the dormitory director and impose penalty against acts of insolence against the dormitory 

operator.

The Fair Trade Commission inspected the terms of use of 17 dormitories at public and 

private universities in 2016. The Commission corrected five unfair clauses, including the 

imposition of excessive cancellation fees, refund clauses, and spot inspection clauses. The 

Fair Trade Commission made dormitories describe the specific reason for inspecting empty 

rooms in the terms and notify students of the inspection afterward.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 17 

Article 17: The privacy of no citizen shall be infringed.

▶ Framework Act on Residence, Article 2 

Article 2: The people have the right to live a decent residential life in a pleasant and 

stable dwelling environment protected against any physical or social danger, as prescribed 

by relevant statutes and ordinances.

▶ Fair Trade Commission, Correction of Unfair University Dormitory Terms (Five Clauses, 

8/30/2016.)

(1) Clause about imposing excessive contract cancellation fees and refund clauses

(2) Clause about spot inspection of empty rooms: A spot inspection refers to unscheduled 

inspection of a dormitory room without the presence of the student. As this inspection 

invades privacy of the student, it was changed to conducting inspections only when 

the student is present.

(3) Clause about returning settlement money late

(4) Clause about disposing of personal belongings in the leased building

(5) Clause about unjust trial jurisdiction

Guidelines

1. A spot inspection may be conducted minimally in an emergency situation, and the 
residents must be informed immediately afterward. 
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Protection of biometric data: Some dormitories demand fingerprint or facial 

recognition data for their access control system. Whereas some students fear the 

leakage of biometric data, some students do not worry about the use of biometric 

data. Is there a system for infringement of human rights related to the collection of 

biometric data by university dormitories? 

2. Inspections shall not be performed without the presence of the resident. 

3. The dormitory council shall sufficiently explain and discuss the need for inspection. 

4. Time of inspection must be announced in advance. Inspection shall not take place without 

consent if the resident is absent.

5. Filming or photographing of personal belongings and space shall not be performed 

without consent from the resident.

6. Penalty imposition or disclosure to the public through inspection shall not be performed, 

except in the case of violent tools and matters related to the infringement of human rights.

7. Regulations and rules related to removal from rooms and disposition of personal 

belongings shall be discussed with dormitory residents.

 Related case

According to the 『Human Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories』 (2018), some 

university dormitories demand residents to register their fingerprints, veins, or face to control 

access. The controversy over the collection of biometric data by universities existed since 

the mid-2000s. Dormitory residents at Seoul National University filed a petition to the 

National Human Rights Commission opposing the installation of vein recognition systems 

in 2005. There was controversy over the installation of fingerprint recognition systems for 

libraries at Yonsei University, Kongju National University, and Chungnam National 

University. There is a problem in collecting biometric information without the consent of 

residents, but does it constitute as an infringement of human rights to collect sensitive 

biometric data, even with the consent of students?
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Judgment criteria

It is a clear infringement of human rights to use a biometric access system without the 

consent of members. This is because “individuals must be able to decide the scope of to 

whom and when their information is available and how such information is used.” In other 

words, biometric data is personal information that “identifies an individual,” and “any act 

of investigating, collecting, storing, handling, and using such personal information must be 

based upon the right to self-determination of personal information.” Here, the right to 

self-determination of personal information embraces freedom related to personal information, 

right to defense, and procedural rights (Jun-Il Lee, 2019). Therefore, university dormitories 

collecting biometric data without the prior consent of residents are infringing upon the right 

to self-determination of personal information and such acts must be strictly prohibited. 

Even if residents agree in advance, such consent cannot be seen as completely “voluntary.” 

This is because there is always a “power imbalance” surrounding information between the 

agency trying to implement a biometric system and members who provide biometric data. 

The provision of biometric data is very likely to end up being a kind of “surveillance” and 

“invasion of privacy.” If residents are not educated sufficiently in advance, they can easily 

become assimilated unquestioningly with the policy of the agency targeting “administrative 

convenience” and “efficiency” (Survey on Collection and Use of Biometric Data, 2016).

There has recently been an increasing amount of attempts to utilize biometric data for 

security and accuracy reasons, but the risk of biometric data leaking persists. In fact, the 

dormitory at a private university located in Seoul implemented an access system that uses 

the vein on the back of hand and was subject to an instance of hacking into the dormitory 

server (The Herald Business, Feb. 23, 2017). Biometric databases created by an agency can 

be circulated secretly for commercial use or investigation. 

If such matters surrounding the collection of biometric data have not been explained 

sufficiently to members, there is a great risk of infringement of human rights even if 

members agree to the collection of biometric data. Since a single abuse or misuse of 

biometric data can lead to critical damage, a careful approach of both the agency and 

members is required in addition to prevention efforts.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 17

 Article 17: The privacy of no citizen shall be infringed.
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 ▶ Personal Information Protection Act, Article 3

 ① The personal information controller shall specify explicitly the purposes for which 

personal information is processed; and shall collect personal information lawfully and 

fairly to the minimum extent necessary for such purposes.

 ② The personal information controller shall process personal information in an 

appropriate manner necessary for the purposes for which the personal information 

is processed, and shall not use it beyond such purposes.

 ③ The personal information controller shall ensure personal information is accurate, 

complete, and up to date to the extent necessary in relation to the purposes for which 

the personal information is processed.

 ④ The personal information controller shall manage personal information safely 

according to the processing methods, types, etc. of personal information, taking into 

account the possibility of infringement on the data subject’s rights and the severity 

of the relevant risks.

 ⑤ The personal information controller shall make public its privacy policy and other 

matters related to personal information processing; and shall guarantee the data 

subject’s rights, such as the right to access their personal information.

 ⑥ The personal information controller shall process personal information in a manner 

to minimize the possibility of infringing the privacy of a data subject.

 ⑦ The personal information controller shall endeavor to process personal information 

through anonymization, where anonymization is possible.

 ⑧ The personal information controller shall endeavor to obtain trust of data subjects 

by observing and performing such duties and responsibilities as provided for in this 

Act and other related statutes.

 ▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea, 16-Petition-0320600, 16-Petition-0320900 

(combined)

“Biometric data such as fingerprint data are sensitive data of personal nature acquired 

from the body of an individual, and therefore require strict standards and caution for 

collection and management. Therefore, the consent of the owner must be obtained 

pursuant to Article 15 of the Personal Information Protection Act to collect and use 

fingerprint data. For such consent to be actual consent, there needs to be an alternative 

means available if the individual does not agree.”
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Guidelines

1. University dormitories cannot collect biometric data without the consent of residents. 

2. University dormitories must prepare an alternative means of access other than biometrics 

and inform members of such means.

3. University dormitories shall inform in detail all members about the risks of invasion of 

privacy by the collection of biometric data and details of the right to self-determination 

of personal information, such as freedom of personal information and right to defense.

4. University dormitories shall disclose the method of handling personal information 

collected previously in a transparent manner. 

5. Even if members agree to the collection of biometric data, it is necessary to carefully 

review whether the consent is practical. The human rights center on campus shall be 

consulted for advisory on the infringement of human rights. 

6. Dormitory councils and student bodies shall prepare a procedure for sharing and 

discussing with members any relevant matters, such as side effects from the 

implementation of a biometric recognition system, to prevent infringement of human 

rights from the collection of biometric data.
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3 Right to Equality

- The right to equality is the right to achieve educational and economic equality that 

provides cultural, psychological, physical, and identity protection of minorities. The 

problem regarding criteria for selecting dormitory residents is a problem of the right to 

equality that appears most frequently in university dormitories. The essence of the human 

rights issue related to the right to equality is that there must be no discrimination against 

an affiliated group, socioeconomic status, or identity. For instance, university dormitories 

that discriminate against an individual or group because of their sex, ethnicity, region, 

nationality, sexual orientation, and disability are clearly engaging in a human rights 

infringement. We must account for cultural and political inequality besides economic 

inequality in order to correct this discrimination.

Summary

Criteria for selecting residents

Q : Is it okay to select dormitory residents in the order of academic performance?

A : The selection of dormitory residents according to academic performance 

violates the right to equality. University dormitories shall prepare the criteria 

for determining substantial needs for dormitory residence to attain the right 

to equality, ensuring that students who have financial difficulties or commute 

from far away are not ruled out during the selection process.

Unfair discrimination and compulsion

Q : How can we resolve conflicts caused by unfair treatment or cultural differences 

of international students, sexual minorities, and the disabled?

A : University dormitories shall expand services (language, administration, etc.) 

to support the community life of minorities and socially disadvantaged. 

University dormitories must prepare educational and cultural programs to 

prevent the spreading of negative preconceptions about minorities and 

socially advantaged. They shall prevent the recurrence of clearly hateful 

expressions by stipulating them as anti-human acts and practicing a minimal 

penalty system.
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Criteria for selecting residents: Is it okay to select dormitory residents in the order 

of academic performance?

 Related case

Many students who cannot commute to university because of distance wish to move into 

dormitories. Also, there are many students who want to move into dormitories, which are 

relatively inexpensive, due to financial difficulties. However, the resident selection criteria 

differ among dormitories. Some of them select residents in the order of GPA or English 

test scores. Some students argue that selecting residents based on academic performance 

is the most fair method because of fierce competition. Is there a problem with a resident 

selection criteria that does not account for commuting distance and financial circumstances?

Judgment criteria

If GPA, university entrance test score, or English test score is used as the absolute criteria 

for resident selection, it can infringe upon the human rights of students who most need 

to move into dormitories for their right to housing. The National Human Rights Commission 

of Korea interprets that the act of selecting dormitory residents based on academic 

performance as an act of discrimination infringing upon the right to equality, limiting the 

use of educational facilities without valid reason. The “act of discrimination that infringes 

upon the right to equality” refers to an act of depriving opportunities or discriminating 

against sex, religion, disability, age, social standing, and region of birth without valid reason.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 11, Paragraph 1

Article 11(1): All citizens shall be equal before the law. There shall be no discrimination 

in political, economic, social or cultural life on account of sex, religion or social status.

▶ Framework Act on Residence, Article 2

Article 2: The people have the right to live a decent residential life in a pleasant and 

stable dwelling environment protected against any physical or social danger, as prescribed 

by relevant statutes and ordinances.

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea Act, Article 2, Paragraph 3

Article 2(3): “An act of favorably treating, excluding, discriminating against or 

unfavorably treating a particular person regarding education and training at educational 
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Unfair discrimination and compulsion: Conflicts can arise by unfair treatment or 

cultural differences of international students, sexual minorities, and the disabled. 

Many students request to change rooms or use abusive language and exclude one 

another. How can such conflicts be resolved?

facilities or institutions for workplace skill development, or the use thereof” corresponds 

to a discriminatory act violating the equal right.

Guidelines

1. The selection of dormitory residents according to academic performance violates the right 

to equality. University dormitories must try to achieve equality in relation to the right 

to housing.

2. University dormitories shall prepare the criteria for determining the substantial needs for 

dormitory residence, ensuring that students who have financial difficulties or commute 

from far away are not ruled out during the dormitory resident selection process.

※ In the case of students with financial difficulties, the priority of selection can be guaranteed 
based on an income level decided by universities.

※ Regarding commuting distance, for instance, a university located in Seoul can consider allocating 

a portion of rooms to students from regions other than Seoul and Gyeonggi-do Province.

 Related case

The number of international students from various cultures is increasing at universities 

with globalization. According to “FGI with Concerned Parties,” enrolled students depict 

conflicts caused by cultural differences with international students as the primary reason why 

human rights guidelines are necessary. Many of such cases are also found in the Human 

Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories (2018). According to an interview with 

an executive of the dormitory council at University A, conflicts were caused due to 

cohabitation of international students and Korean students during school breaks. Also, an 

executive of the dormitory council at University B reveals that an international student 

reported unfair treatment by the administration office. An international student who resides 

in the dormitory at University D says that wearing a hijab attracts too much attention from 
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others. Other sexual minorities and disabled students experience discrimination in 

dormitories. Details of discrimination include attention, belittlement, hateful expressions, 

bullying, and violence.

Judgment criteria

The most vital human rights issues in this care are the respect for diversity, the prohibition 

of discrimination, and the right to enjoy adequate living standards. It is an infringement 

of human rights to deprive opportunities or discriminate against sex, sexual orientation, 

religion, disability, age, social status, place of birth, and nationality without valid reason.

Countermeasures against discrimination must be prepared stepwise. Since conflicts often 

come from misunderstanding and prejudice, they shall be resolved by broadening cultural 

experiences through accurate information and ample communication. In the case of mockery, 

group bullying, and belittlement, students need to recognize that such acts correspond to 

hate. If changes in education and culture are further advised in the previous step, it would 

be necessary to take legal actions by understanding discrimination, harassment, exclusion, 

separation, and violence based on prejudice as a crime.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 11, Paragraph 1

Article 11(1): All citizens shall be equal before the law. There shall be no discrimination 

in political, economic, social or cultural life on account of sex, religion or social status.

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea Act, Article 2, Paragraph 3

“An act of favorably treating, excluding, discriminating against or unfavorably treating 

a particular person regarding education and training at educational facilities or institutions 

for workplace skill development, or the use thereof” corresponds to a discriminatory act 

violating the equal right.

Related documents 

▶ Hong Seong-su, 『When Words Hurt』, pg. 84, “Pyramid of Hate”

Prejudice (negative preconceptions about a particular group, sharing of prejudices among 

people who have the same thoughts) → Hateful expressions (ridiculing, threatening, 

insulting, or violent language and actions, group bullying) → Discriminatory acts 

(discrimination, harassment, exclusion, or separation in employment, service, or 

education) → Hate crimes (violence based on prejudice, threat, rape, arson, terrorism, 
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or damage to property) → Genocide (intentional, organizational annihilation of particular 

group)

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall expand services (language, administration, etc.) to support 

the community life of minorities and socially disadvantaged.

2. University dormitories must prepare educational and cultural programs to prevent the 

spreading of negative preconceptions about minorities and socially advantaged. Efforts 

should be made to prevent the formation of prejudices by planning foreign cultural events 

and education on the fundamental rights of the disabled, foreigners, and sexual minorities.

3. If prejudices lead to hateful expressions, the university shall prevent recurrence by 

stipulating them as inhumane acts that can lead to discrimination and practicing a minimal 

penalty system. It is also vital to have a communication channel for individuals and 

groups who experience hateful expressions or discrimination through which they can 

express their experiences freely. If hateful expressions are repeated, they shall be told 

to the student government to seek a solution internally. 

4. However, if hateful expressions continue and eventually lead to discriminatory acts, the 

case must be submitted to professional agencies like the Human Rights Center and the 

National Human Rights Commission of Korea. When a hate crime that goes beyond the 

scope of discrimination occurs, it must be reported to the police immediately and handled 

judicially. However, when driving the assailant out of the dormitory, it must be done 

carefully to prevent unnecessary invasions of privacy.
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4 Right to Safety

- According to Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, everyone has the 

right to life, liberty and security of person. Similarly, undergraduates who participate 

in cohabitation have the right to be safe from violence and disasters, and schools and 

operating bodies have duties to take active measures to ensure and promote such rights. 

Building security, public order, and protection against sexual harassment and sexual 

violence are the representative issues to be considered by university dormitories regarding 

the right to safety.

Summary

Right to safety from disasters

Q : Do university dormitories need to make thorough preparations to protect residents 

from various disasters like fires, earthquakes, and building collapses?

A : University dormitories shall establish and reinforce a comprehensive disaster 

prevention system in readiness for fires, typhoons, earthquakes, and building 

collapses. Dormitory councils and student bodies shall closely review the 

safety policy and disaster prevention system of university dormitories and 

share them with members. 

Security and public order of dormitories

Q : I feel very anxious whenever worrisome events such as trespassing, theft, and 

hidden cameras occur. What measures should be taken?

A : University dormitories shall establish and reinforce an adequate security 

system to protect residents while trying to prevent crimes and secure safety 

within the frame of human rights (ex. operation of CCTV based on the 

Personal Information Protection Act). University dormitories shall prepare for 

new types of crime such as cybercrime while coming up with follow-up 

measures such as the protection of human rights and psychological 

counseling for victims. 

Rights to safety from sexual harassment and sexual violence 

Q : Sexual violence still occurs frequently, such as sexual harassment in online 
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Right to safety from disasters: The fire alarm of our dormitory malfunctions and 

announcements cannot be heard sometimes. I worry about whether I could 

properly respond in an actual emergency. Do university dormitories need to make 

thorough preparations to protect residents from various disasters?

communities. How should university dormitories cope with this issue?

A : University dormitories shall conduct periodic education to prevent sexual 

harassment and sexual violence. If a resident pleads damage from sexual 

harassment or sexual violence, they shall cooperate with sexual violence 

counseling and human rights organizations on campus so that the damage 

does not continue. The matter needs to be handled carefully to protect the 

human rights of the victim.

 Related case

According to “FGI with Concerned Parties,” there are concerned voices about poor safety 

education and ignorance towards safety of university dormitories. In fact, the fire alarm in 

a university dormitory malfunctioned in the early morning and residents had to evacuate 

the building. Many residents were unable to hear the alarm and announcement, so they did 

not evacuate. Though it ended up being an alarm malfunction, a tragedy could have 

happened if it had been a real disaster. Moreover, the press and media periodically raise 

the issue of safety related to dormitory building structures, such as the cracking of inner 

walls. Some schools took emergency measures like safety inspections of the building, but 

many residents are still anxious. If university dormitories wish to clear the disgrace of being 

the “blind spots of safety” (No-Cut News, Aug. 13, 2015), they should take more thorough 

measures for prevention.

Judgment criteria

Residents of university dormitories have the right to safety from disasters. The Third 

National Action Plan for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights (2018-2022) 

presents a “society that protects the lives and bodies of all human beings” as the first primary 

policy tasks. According to the Action Plan, it is a crucial human rights item that forms 

the groundwork for maintaining human dignity and for other rights to be attained entirely 

(Third National Action Plan for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, 2018-2022). 
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Therefore, universities shall take the best measures to maintain the safety of dormitory 

residents. In other words, university dormitories shall increase their responsiveness to various 
disasters like fires, typhoons, earthquakes, and building collapses and establish an adequate 
prevention system.

It important not to understand the disaster prevention system of university dormitories 

on the simple level of rearranging facilities and equipment. The value of safety is attained 
through the “establishment of an intimate system of rights and duties,” not through 
“dispensation.” That is to say, the safety of dormitory residents cannot be assured simply 
by establishing a physical system, and it ultimately requires the consciousness and 

participation of residents in relation to safety (“Right to Safety” in the Human Rights Charter 
of Seoul, 2015).

Ignorance towards safety and poor safety inspection plans of some university dormitories 
are tasks that must be urgently corrected, but it is desirable to create a process for joint 

establishment and inspection of the disaster response process with dormitory councils and 
student bodies in the long run. For instance, this process can handle educational programs 
to inspire safety awareness and regulations on the negligence of safety duties.

Related standards 

▶ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 3
 Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

▶ Constitution, Article 34
Article 34: The State shall endeavor to prevent disasters and to protect citizens from 
harm therefrom.

▶ Framework Act on the Management of Disasters and Safety, Articles 4, 5, and 34

Article 4 (Responsibilities of State, etc): (1) The State and local governments shall be 
responsible for protecting lives, bodies, and property of people from disasters or various 
other accidents, shall endeavor to prevent disasters or various other accidents and to 
mitigate damage therefrom, and shall formulate and implement plans to promptly deal 

with and recover from the damage. (Amended on Aug. 6, 2013)
 Article 5 (Obligations of People): People shall fully cooperate with the State and local 
governments in performing disaster and safety management affairs, and endeavor to 
protect buildings and facilities they own or use from any disaster or various other 

accidents. 
 Article 34-6 (Preparation and Management of Manuals for Crisis Situations of Multi-Use 
Facilities, etc. and Drills): (1) The owner, manager, or occupant of multi-use facilities, 
etc. prescribed by Presidential Decree shall prepare and manage manuals in preparation 
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for crisis situations (hereinafter referred to as "manuals for crisis situations"), as 

prescribed by Presidential Decree: Provided, that where the preparation and management 
of response plans, etc. in preparation for crisis situations are prescribed by any other 
statute, he/she shall comply with the provisions of such statute.

 ② The owner, manager, or occupant referred to in Paragraph 1 shall regularly conduct 

drills based on the manuals for crisis situations, as prescribed by Presidential Decree: 
Provided, that where the drills, etc. in preparation for crisis situations are prescribed by 
any other statute, he/she shall comply with 

 the provisions of such statute.

 ③ The Minister of the Interior and Safety, the head of a related central administrative 
agency, or the head of a local government may examine the actual status of the 
preparation and management of manuals for crisis situations (including response plans, 
etc. in preparation for crisis situations under the provisos to Paragraphs 1 and 2) and 

issue a corrective order where necessary.

▶ Human Rights Charter of Seoul “Right to Safety,” Articles 12 and 13

Article 12: Citizens of Seoul have the right to be protected from disasters and accidents. 
The city of Seoul shall prevent disasters and accidents, preferentially secure the safety 
of citizens in such cases, and protect and support victims and families for psychological 
and material stability.

 Article 13: Citizens of Seoul have the rights to be provided with safety information and 
to participate in the establishment and promotion of disaster and safety management 
policies, and the city of Seoul guarantees such rights.
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인권 기반 재난 피해자의 권리 Rights of Disaster Victims Based on Human Rights

자료: 제 1회 사회적 참사 피해지원 포럼 자료집
Source: Data on First Social Disaster Victim Support 
Forum

신속하고 책임 있는 대피*구조*수습에 대한 권리
Right to swift and responsible evacuation, rescue, and 
handling

재난 시 필요한 지원을 받을 권리 Right to receive necessary support during disasters

재난 이후 전 과정에 관한 모든 정보를 제공받고 진실을 알 권리
Right to receive information about the entire process 
after disasters and to know the truth

재난책임처벌을 통한 정의를 실현할 권리
Right to achieve justice through the punishment of 
disaster responsibility

피해회복과 치유에 관한 권리 Right to damage recovery and curing

재발방지와 안전에 관한 권리 Right to prevention of recurrence and safety

공정하고 책임있는 언론을 만날 권리 Right to meet fair and responsible press

모든 과정에 의미있게 참여할 권리 Right to participate meaningfully in all processes

모든 과정에서 인간의 존엄성과 인권을 존중 받을 권리
Right to be respected for human dignity and human 
rights in all processes

(Data on the First Social Disaster Victim Support Forum / The Hankyoreh, Nov. 23, 2019)

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall inform residents that they have the right to safety from 

disasters and stipulate such information in the operational regulations.

2. University dormitories shall establish and reinforce a comprehensive disaster prevention 

system in readiness for fires, typhoons, earthquakes, and building collapses.

3. University dormitories shall conduct periodic safety inspections of facilities and disclose 

the results.

4. University dormitories shall conduct essential safety education that includes emergency 

action guidelines and evacuation routes for all dormitory members. Policies such as the 

distribution of manuals for emergencies in multiple languages can be considered for 

foreign residents.

5. University dormitories shall respond faithfully to any questions and requests of residents 

related to disasters and safety.

6. Dormitory councils and student bodies shall closely review the safety policy and disaster 

prevention system of university dormitories and share them with members.

7. Dormitory residents shall comply with the duties of residents, such as emergency 

evacuation drills, and cooperate actively with the practice of essential safety and 

prevention measures.
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Public order and security of dormitories: I feel very anxious whenever worrisome 

events such as trespassing, theft, and hidden cameras occur. What measures 

should be taken by university dormitories?

 Related case

Many residents feel anxious about incidents that threaten the public order of university 

dormitories, such as trespassing by outsiders, theft, and sexual crimes (Yonhap News, Mar. 

18, 2019). Dormitories that are located off of school campus have caused increased anxiety 

because they are separated from the safety facilities of schools. What kind of security system 

should university dormitories have?

Judgment criteria

Fundamental human rights require that resident students are protected from trespassing 

and crimes committed by outsiders. Accordingly, university dormitories shall make efforts 

to analyze environments that are vulnerable to crimes and establish a prevention system.

Dormitory residents may consistently evaluate and monitor the response system of the 

university and demand supplementation should there be inadequacies. Therefore, it is vital 

to determine how effective the prevention efforts of the university are.

However, measures taken by the university to prevent trespassing and crimes committed 

by outsiders can lead to unnecessary compulsion or information collection. Thus, it would 

be necessary to keep a close eye on the possibility of infringements upon human rights 

that can arise from inappropriate measures taken by dormitories (ex. disclosure of victims’ 

identities, adequacy of CCTV operation method, etc.).

In summary, it is absolutely necessary to establish a response system to prevent crimes, 

but the system shall not set safety against crimes and human rights as conflicting values. 

University dormitories shall try to prevent crime and achieve safety within the frame of 

human rights.

Related standards 

▶ Framework Act on Residence, Article 2

Article 2: The people have the right to live a decent residential life in a pleasant and 

stable dwelling environment protected against any physical or social danger, as prescribed 

by relevant statutes and ordinances.
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▶ Security Services Industry Act, Article 7 

Article 7: A security business entity shall perform its security services within the scope 

of the management right of the owner or manager of an establishment subject to security 

services (hereinafter referred to as “owner of an establishment”) and shall not infringe 

on the freedom or right of other persons or interfering with their legitimate activities.

▶ Personal Information Protection Act, Article 25 

Article 25 (Limitation to Installation and Operation of Visual Data Processing Devices): 

(1) No one shall install and operate any visual data processing device at open places, 

except in any of the following circumstances: 

 1. Where specifically allowed by statutes;

 2. Where it is necessary for the prevention and investigation of crimes;

 3. Where it is necessary for the safety of facilities and prevention of fire;

 4. Where it is necessary for regulatory control of traffic;

 5. Where it is necessary for the collection, analysis, and provision of traffic information.

 (2) No one shall install and operate any visual data processing device so as to look into 

the places which is likely to noticeably threaten individual privacy, such as a bathroom, 

restroom, sauna, and dressing room used by multiple unspecified persons: Provided, that 

the same shall not apply to the facilities prescribed by Presidential Decree, which detain 

or protect persons in accordance with statutes, such as correctional facilities and mental 

health care centers.

▶ Human Rights Charter of Seoul, Right to Safety, Article 15

Article 15: Citizens of Seoul have the right to be protected safely from physical, mental, 

and social violence, and the city of Seoul shall create a system and environment to 

prevent and eradicate violence at home, schools, workplaces, facilities caring for many 

persons, and communities.

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall establish and reinforce an adequate security system to protect 

residents while trying to prevent crimes and secure the safety within the frame of human 

rights.

2. In the case of dormitories off of campus, universities may take the following actions:

 Adjustment of opening and closing hours

 Installation of high-definition CCTV
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 Installation of CCTV signs

 Installation of window guards and window locks

 Adjustment of height of landscaped trees

 Periodic changing of passwords

 Replacement of streetlights

 Marking of dormitory access road on road surface

 Creation of hot line to janitor's office

 Installation of emergency bells for each room

 Installation of unmanned delivery boxes

 < Reference >

 Bulgung News, Jan. 16, 2019, Busan Metropolitan Police Agency, Result of Inspection 

on Crime-Vulnerable Environments of University Dormitories

 Hankook Ilbo, Nov. 6, 2019, Off-Campus Dormitory at Sungshin Women’s University, 

Designated as “Excellent Crime Prevention Facility” by Gangbuk Police Station

3. University Dormitories may install and operate CCTV for crime prevention, but they shall 

prepare clear management guidelines so that the human rights of the information owners 

are not infringed upon.

4. University dormitories shall make efforts to maintain the safety of dormitory residents 

against new types of crime, such as cybercrimes.

5. University dormitories shall come up with follow-up measures for victims of crime, such 

as human rights protection and psychological counseling.

6. Dormitory councils and student bodies shall closely evaluate crime prevention measures 

of university dormitories and demand improvement of inadequacies. It is desirable to 

cooperate with the human rights center on campus.
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Right to safety from sexual harassment and sexual violence: Sexual violence 

incidents are occurring ceaselessly, for example, sexual harassment in online 

communities. Victims must endure tremendous pain. How should university 

dormitories cope with this issue?

 Related case

There is an increasing number of acts of sexual violence and sexual harassment using 

digital media. Examples are as follows.

∙ Act of illegal filming or photographing,  or circulation of photos related to undressing 

in dormitories 

∙ Sexual harassment of a student by the head resident of the dormitory (two-year sentence 

(probation) and order to attend lectures for 80 hours)

∙ Attempted sexual violence by a drunk outsider who trespassed into the dormitory and 

knocked on every door (case in which other students called the police after hearing 

the victim scream) 

Judgment criteria

Sexual harassment and sexual violence are not just infringements of human rights against 

individuals. They endanger the entire university education by destroying the communal 

relationship within universities that is becoming increasingly vulnerable. In particular, sexual 

invasion, an act of infringing upon the safety of an individual in a private resting space, 

can make the sexual fear even greater. Moreover, freshmen and students in lower grades 

who have a weak standing in the community and generally lack human networking, 

experience, and knowledge become victims in many cases (Gae Eun-gyeong, 2012). Since 

intimate peer relationships and a supportive student community are a part of the essential 

network for students to exchange key information and gain emotional support in their 

university lives, the infringement on the right to learn is one of critical issues.

Digital sexual violence refers to an act of harassing someone sexually in a digital space 

or media without consent to using a camera, etc. by filming, photographing, circulating, 

threatening to circulate, storing, and displaying such media. Such acts include editing, 

fabrication, and circulation of facial or sexual photos. Acts of abetting or cooperating with 

circulation and acts of consuming can also be regarded as unlawful acts according to the Act 

on Special Cases Concerning the Punishment, etc. of Sexual Crimes and Information and 

Communications Network Act (downloading, circulation, uploading), Telecommunications 
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Business Act (circulation, abetment, distribution of obscene materials), and Criminal Act 

(defamation and insults).

Nonetheless, victims can be afraid to crush the community or be pointed out as a person 

who crushed the community by pleading damage and asking for a solution.

Dormitories shall have information to guide the assailant for counseling and education 

so that the assailant does not deny sexual violence, speech, and behavior.

If victims are specified, opinions of the victims shall be respected. If the damage persists 

or influence is great, the university and dormitory that recognize the case may investigate 

and respond ex officio by cooperating with the human rights center or a sexual violence 

counseling organization.

However, the university and dormitory shall be careful and make notifications to prevent 

the victims from suffering secondary damage in this process.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 30

 Article 30: Citizens who have suffered bodily injury or death due to criminal acts of 

others may receive aid from the State under the conditions as prescribed by Act.

▶ Act on the Prohibition of Discrimination Against Persons with Disabilities, Remedy 

Against Infringement of Their Rights, etc., Article 3, Paragraph 21 and Article 32, 

Paragraph 5

 Article 3(21) The term “harassment, etc.” means physical, mental, emotional or verbal 

acts committed against a person with a disability in the form of organized exclusion, 

neglect, abandonment, aggravation, harassment, abuse, monetary extortion, and 

infringement on the right to sexual self-determination.

 Article 32(5) No person shall infringe on the right to sexual self-determination of persons 

with disabilities or engage in verbal expressions to cause a sense of shame, molestation, 

or assault or rape taking advantage of disability.

 Article 32(6) The State and local governments shall provide education for 

awareness-building and prevention of harassment, etc. to eliminate harassment, etc. of 

persons with disabilities and seek appropriate measures.

 Article 49: If any person commits discriminatory acts prohibited under this Act and such 

act is deemed to be malicious, the court may sentence the discriminator to an 

imprisonment with labor for not more than three years or a fine not exceeding 30 million 

won.
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▶ Act on Special Cases Concerning the Punishment, etc. of Sexual Crimes, Articles 13 

and 14

Article 13: Act of sending another person any words, sounds, writings, pictures, images, 

or other things that may cause a sense of sexual shame or aversion by telephone, mail, 

computer, or other means of communication, with intent to arouse or satisfy his/her own 

or the other person's sexual urges

Article 14: Act of taking photographs of another person's body, which may cause any 

sexual stimulus or shame against the will of the person photographed, by using a camera 

or other mechanism which has functions similar thereto

▶ Framework Act on Gender Equality, Article 29 

Article 29: The State and local governments shall strive to prepare policies for the 

prevention of gender discrimination, as prescribed by the relevant Acts.

▶ Framework Act on Gender Equality, Article 30 

Article 30(1) The State and local governments shall prevent crimes of sexual violence, 

domestic violence, and sex trafficking as well as sexual harassment and protect victims 

as prescribed by the relevant Acts, and shall prepare policies necessary therefor. 

 Article 30(2) ... shall provide education to prevent....

 Article 30(3) ... shall develop policies necessary to offer counseling to the victims of 

sexual violence, domestic violence, sex trafficking, or sexual harassment and to correct 

offenders as prescribed by the relevant Acts.

▶ Equal Employment Opportunity and Work-Family Balance Assistance Act, Article 14

 1. Where any person becomes aware of the fact that sexual harassment has occurred 

in the workplace, he/she may report the fact to the relevant employer. In such cases, 

the employer shall give consideration to an employee who suffered sexual harassment 

in the workplace or an employee who alleges that he/she suffered such harassment. 

No employer shall take measures against the wishes of the harassed employee, etc.

 2. Where any person closely related to the duties, such as a client, causes an employee 

to feel sexual humiliation or repulsion by sexual words, actions, etc. during the 

performance of his/her duties and such employee requests resolution of the grievance 

thereby, his/her employer shall take appropriate measures such as changing his/her 

place of work, redeployment, or granting a paid leave of absence.

▶ Equal Employment Opportunity and Work-Family Balance Assistance Act, Article 39

Article 39: Where an employer commits sexual harassment on the job or fails to conduct 
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preventive education, investigation, or measures, he/she shall be punished by an 

administrative fine.

▶ Personal Information Protection Act, Article 29

Article 29: Every personal information controller shall take such technical, managerial, 

and physical measures as establishing an internal management plan and preserving access 

records, etc. that are necessary to ensure safety as prescribed by Presidential Decree so 

that the personal information may not be lost, stolen, divulged, forged, altered, or 

damaged.

▶ Constitutional Court Decision (Dec. 9, 2019)

“Hateful expressions need to be prohibited because they invade human dignity of 

minority groups and exceed the limit permitted in democracy.”

Since “hateful expressions do not simply present negative opinions about an individual 

but spread a prejudice about a minority group throughout the society,” “hostility is 

aroused to negate values of a certain group.” “Prohibiting hateful expressions that leave 

irrecoverable damages is essential for guaranteeing human dignity under the Constitution” 

(Constitutional decision about the prohibition of hateful expressions in the Student 

Human Rights Ordinance of Seoul).

▶ National Human Rights Commission of Korea Act, Article 2, Paragraph 3 and Item d

Article 2 (Definitions): (3) The term “discriminatory act violating the equal 

right” means any of the following acts, without reasonable grounds, on the grounds of 

sex, religion, disability, age, social status, region of origin (referring to a place of birth, 

place of registration, principal area of residence before coming of age, etc.), state of 

origin, ethnic origin, physical condition such as features, marital status such as single, 

separated, divorced, widowed, remarried, married de facto, or pregnancy or childbirth, 

types or forms of family, race, skin color, ideology or political opinion, record of crime 

whose effect of punishment has been extinguished, sexual orientation, academic career, 

medical history, etc.

d. Act of sexual harassment: Making people feel sexually humiliated or loathsome in 

business, employment or other settings or giving disadvantage in employment on the 

pretext of disobedience to sexual comments or other demands by a working person, an 

employer or an employee of various levels of schools and public agencies established
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Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall conduct periodic education on the prevention of sexual 

harassment and sexual violence for the safety of dormitory residents and managers.

2. If a resident pleads damage from sexual harassment or sexual violence, they shall 

cooperate with sexual violence counseling and human rights organizations on campus so 

that the damage does not continue. The matter needs to be handled carefully to protect 

the human rights of the victim.

3. For the resident or manager identified as the assailant of sexual violence, university 

dormitories shall review with the victim and related organizations whether temporary 

measures such as separation, leaving, and duty suspension are necessary.

※ Reporting of and counseling for sexual harassment and sexual violence
- Seoul Human Rights Protection Center 02-2133-7979

   - Ministry of Gender Equality and Family 1366 (available 24/7)
   - Other external counseling centers, etc.
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5 Right to Participate

- In general, the right to participate means the political right to actively participate in 

activities of the affiliated community. Humans can express their opinions, have the right 

to speak about issues that affect their lives, join associations, or participate in peaceful 

assemblies. Residents of university dormitories have the right to express their opinions 

regarding the operation of the residential community and can participate in the relevant 

decision-making process. Primary issues related to the right to participate in dormitory 

operation include the formation of a voluntary dormitory council, disclosure of 

information about dormitory operation, settlement of conflicts among the staff and 

residents, and preparation of a grievance mechanism.

Summary

Dormitory operation and student government

Q : Is it be okay to operate dormitories without the participation of resident students?

A : University dormitories shall stipulate a representative resident student elected 

by the council to participate in the Dormitory Steering Committee and support 

dormitory operation to be suggested and reviewed by resident students. 

Universities that do not have dormitory councils shall cooperate with student 

bodies to prepare a communication channel and encourage the formation of 

a dormitory council by educating students on their right to participate.

Disclosure of information

Q : What should I do if I want to find out how the dormitory budget has been 

appropriated and spent?

A : University dormitories shall disclose important information regarding dormitory 

operation, such as financing and accounting, to members of the university and 

civil society through the website in a transparent manner.

Dormitory assistant’s right to participate

Q : How can grievances of dormitory residents who also serve as managers, such 

as dormitory assistants or head resident assistants, be resolved?

A : University dormitories shall guarantee the human rights of dormitory assistants 

and head resident assistants. University dormitories shall support gatherings 
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Dormitory operation and student government: There is an increasing number of 

dormitories being operated without a council. Is it be okay to operate dormitories 

without the participation of resident students?

such as meetings of dormitory assistants and have the duties and human 

rights status of dormitory assistants be reported periodically to the Dormitory 

Steering Committee.

 Related case

In dormitories without a council, the administration office or student body makes 

important operational decisions. Therefore, the opinions of actual residents are not reflected 

in the operation of the dormitory or, in many cases, it is difficult to verify that they are 

being reflected. Nonetheless, there are not many voices demanding the participation of 

residents in dormitory operation. Autonomous activities of residents have become 

burdensome due to the fierce competition for a room. From the standpoint of managers, 

it is cumbersome to take the dormitory council into account because it is unsure whether 

the council can persist. According to the Human Rights Survey of University Student 

Dormitories (2018), a considerable number of residents are not aware of the existence of 

the dormitory council or regard council activities to be unnecessary. Is it okay for university 

dormitories to be operated without the participation of residents?

Judgment criteria

Dormitory members have the right to participate in the operation of dormitories. 

The student life rules of the dormitory at Princeton University in the United States 

stipulates the “authority of dormitory residents to make their own social rules” 

(https://rrr.princeton.edu). According to the rules, dormitory residents are equal members 

of the dormitory who are involved actively in the overall operation and rule-making 

instead of objects to be managed.

The autonomous right of students is included in the autonomy of university education 

regulated in the Constitution, which is also effective in university dormitories. Therefore, 

university dormitories shall not hinder the rightful participation of residents simply for the 

convenience of operation. They shall deem resident students as equal partners of dormitory 
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operation. In other words, resident students are co-participants in university education instead 

of objects to be controlled or disciplined. Universities that provide residential space cannot 

force individuals to follow a particular lifestyle. Realistically, the roles of managers and 

residents have to be distinguished in dormitories, but the control of universities shall take 

place to help students adapt to dormitory life. In principle, all control must be based upon 

the residents’ agreement. That is, residents have the final share for deciding essential 

dormitory rules.

If there is a lack of autonomous participation by resident students, dormitory operation 

relies solely on the good will of managers. Limits and side effects therefrom return to 

resident students. Therefore, efforts are needed to for participation in and monitoring of the 

operation of dormitories to make sure that it does not hinder the growth of residents and 

that there are no infringements upon human rights. For now, the dormitory council is the 

most suitable organization to play this role. The dormitory council can function as a channel 

of communication among students and between students and managers, expressing opinions 

and exerting influence over dormitory regulations and operation.

The problem is that there are many universities in which dormitory members do not 

participate actively or dormitory councils are nominal. Of course, the participation of 

dormitory residents cannot be forced. However, it is a duty of both managers and residents, 

as members of university education, to recognize the right to participate and make efforts 

to attain the right.

Related standards 

▶ Higher Education Act, Article 12

Article 12: Students' autonomous activities shall be encouraged and protected, and the 

basic matters about the organization and operation thereof shall be determined by school 

regulations.

▶ Framework Act on Education, Article 5

Article 5: (1) The State and any local government shall guarantee educational 

independence and specialty, and establish and implement educational policies reflecting 

regional circumstances.

 (2) The autonomy in school administration shall be respected, and school personnel, 

students and their parents, and residents of districts may participate in school 

administration, as prescribed by statutes and regulations.
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Disclosure of information: Information about the operation of dormitories is not 

disclosed. What should I do if I want to find out how the dormitory budget has been 

appropriated and spent?

▶ Constitutional Court 10/1/1992 Sentence 92-Constitution Ma-68,76

According to the precedent of the Constitutional Court, “Independence, professionalism 

and political impartiality of education and the autonomy of institutions of higher learning 

shall be guaranteed under the conditions as prescribed by Act.” Under Article 31, 

Paragraph 4 of the Constitution is a regulation that guarantees the independence of 

education and the autonomy of universities. The purpose is for members, including 

students, to operate universities independently and “to fully exhibit functions of 

universities, including the pursuit of the truth and cultivation of leader-like personalities.”

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall stipulate a representative resident student elected by the 

council to participate in the dormitory steering committee and support dormitory 

operation to be suggested and reviewed by resident students.

2. Universities that do not have dormitory councils shall cooperate with student bodies to 

prepare an autonomous channel of communication for dormitory students and encourage 

the formation of a dormitory council by educating students on their right to participate 

in the long run.

※ According to the Human Rights Survey of University Student Dormitories (2018) and “FGI 
with Concerned Parties,” a common reason why dormitory residents are reluctant to 
acknowledge council activities is the uncertainty of dormitory residence. The stability of 
dormitory residence cannot be secured when the accommodation ratio is low and the competition 
is fierce, causing low willingness to participate in the dormitory council. Besides the efforts 
to increase the accommodation ratio of dormitories, there can be additional methods of ensuring 
the stability of residence, such as incentives for residents who participate in the council (ex. 
scholarship, preferential selection).

 Related case

In 2016, undergraduates and civil organizations filed a lawsuit against universities 
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demanding the transparent disclosure of information about the establishment of private 

dormitories and cost of operation. At the end of a three-year trial on December 6, 2018, 

the Supreme Court dismissed the appeal of universities to conceal information based on the 

principle that “public benefit and publicness take precedence over business secrets, and 

information of public institutions must be disclosed to all citizens” (The Herald Business, 

Dec. 13, 2018). This lawsuit was filed because some universities regard dormitories as a 

means to make profit. For instance, matters such as the appropriation of the dormitory 

entrance fee shall be decided according to the principles based upon fairness and accuracy. 

However, it is an open secret that some universities appropriate dormitory fees solely for 

the purpose of making profit. The dormitory entrance fee is not the only problem. Some 

universities are still concealing key information related to the operation of dormitories. Is 

it okay for university dormitories to be in the blind spot of the disclosure of information?

Judgment criteria

It is rightful to demand the disclosure of information related to the operation of university 

dormitories. University dormitories are places in which to attain the right to residence of 

students, not places to make profit. Therefore, insincere and non-transparent disclosure of 

dormitory information is disregarding such a public character of university dormitories. In 

other words, non-transparent operation of dormitories must be perceived as a problem that 

restricts the right to residence of students beyond the restriction of the right to know or 

inconvenience of residents.

Accordingly, university dormitories shall disclose information associated with the 

operation of dormitories, such as financing and accounting, and the entire decision-making 

process through their website. The principle of appropriating the dormitory entrance fee and 

the cost of establishing dormitories must be disclosed as well.

There are universities that still refuse to disclose information, claiming it to be a business 

secret. Such university dormitories are violating the due rights of residents, and thorough 

response from dormitory councils and student bodies would be necessary.

Related standards 

▶ Official Information Disclosure Act, Article 3

Article 3 (Principles of Disclosing Information): Any information kept and managed by 

public institutions shall be disclosed to the public in an active manner, as prescribed 

by this Act, to ensure people’s right to know. 
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Dormitory assistant’s right to participate: Resident students who also serve as 

managers, such as dormitory assistants and head resident assistants, have many 

grievances related to the work environment. How can these problems be 

resolved? 

▶ Sentence of the Supreme Court about a lawsuit on the cancellation of disposition on 

the refusal to disclose information by private dormitories, Dec. 6, 2018

“Information possessed and managed by public institutions must be disclosed to all 

citizens in principle to guarantee people’s right to know, ensure people’s participation 

in the state affairs, and secure the transparency of state operations.”

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall disclose important information regarding the operation of 

dormitories, such as financing and accounting, via their website, etc.

2. University dormitories shall respond faithfully to the demand of university members and 

civil society to disclose information. 

3. Steering committees of university dormitories shall establish an effective channel to share 

information associated with dormitory operation with all members. They shall discuss 

periodically with the dormitory council and student body to attain this goal.

4. Dormitory councils and student bodies shall arrange education programs to make 

dormitory members perceive the importance of information disclosure.

 Related case

There are differences among university dormitories, but some resident students serve as 

managers like dormitory assistants and head resident assistants. They contribute to the 
operation of dormitories by performing various duties, such as access control, interpretation, 
counseling, and night duty, either together or alone. Mr. K is working as an assistant of 
a university dormitory in Seoul. He has night duty, but there is no separate work space 

available. He complains about various troubles at work, such as drunk students who are 
violent in the early hours of the morning. However, there is a lack of procedures and 
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channels to plead their grievances. Shouldn’t the human rights of dormitory assistants and 

head resident assistants be respected as members of the dormitory?

Judgment criteria

Dormitory assistants and head resident assistants contribute to maintaining residential 

spaces and provide conveniences. As members of the dormitory, resident students who serve 
as managers must be guaranteed an outlet through which to express and resolve grievances.

Basically, the hardships that they face are mainly caused by a lack of specific regulations 
and manuals regarding their work and authority (“FGI with Concerned Parties”). If the role, 

scope of work, and command system of dormitory assistants and head resident assistants 
are not defined, they end up undertaking immoderate responsibilities or being unable to 
respond properly to infringements of human rights. Therefore, universities shall prepare 
guidelines for resident students who serve as dormitory managers.

However, these guidelines cannot be determined unilaterally. They need to be considered 
carefully so that interested parties are not ruled out in the important decision-making process.

Related standards 

▶ Constitution, Article 32, Paragraph 3
Article 32(3) Standards of working conditions shall be determined by the Act in such 
a way as to guarantee human dignity.

▶ Act on the Promotion of Employees’ Participation and Cooperation, Article 26
Article 26: Every business or workplace shall have a grievance handling committee to 
hear and handle workers' grievances.

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall guarantee the human rights of dormitory assistants and head 
resident assistants. 

2. University dormitories shall support gatherings such as meetings of dormitory assistants 

and have the duties and human rights status of dormitory assistants be reported 
periodically to the dormitory steering committee. 

3. University dormitories shall prepare a procedure for dormitory assistants to get counseling 
on work-related grievances through the administration office or human rights center on 
campus.

4. Dormitory councils shall arrange programs to help increase the understanding of dormitory 
workers, such as dormitory assistants, and build a culture that respects dormitory workers.
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6 Right to Culture and Health

- The right to culture and health are human rights that guarantee the physical and mental 

health and cultural enjoyment of dormitory residents. The diversity of meals, 

psychological counseling programs, gym facilities, resting areas, and cultural activities 

are important matters to be considered regarding the right to culture and health in 

university dormitories.

Summary

Right to choose meals

Q : Can dormitory cafeterias prepare meals that respect the right to choose of 

individuals, such as vegetarian menus and halal food? 

A : If there is a lack of diversity in meal choices, the rights to freedom and health 

of residents can be infringed upon. Thus, university dormitories shall make 

efforts to provide a diverse variety of meals that account for the preferences 

and beliefs of individuals.

Mental health counseling and suicide prevention

Q : Are psychological counseling and suicide prevention measures necessary for 

dormitory residents?

A : Dormitory residents who are placed in an unfamiliar environment separated 

from their family members are more likely to experience emotional troubles 

than ordinary students. Accordingly, it would be desirable to arrange mental 

health and suicide prevention programs for dormitory residents.

Sports & cultural facilities and resting areas

Q : Are resting areas, gym facilities, and night libraries be needed for the 

maintenance of dormitory residents’ mental and physical health?

A : University dormitories shall operate common resting areas, gym facilities, and 

night libraries within the dormitory building.

Support for cultural activities

Q : What kind of support would be necessary for dormitory residents to engage in 

distinct community activities?
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Right to choose meals: International students who come to Korea often find it 

difficult to adapt to Korean food. There is a lack of consideration for these students. 

Shouldn’t dormitory cafeterias have meals that respect the right to choose of 

individuals, such as vegetarian menus and halal food?

A : University dormitories shall provide spaces for small group and cultural 

activities of residents, and implement accompanying administrative measures.

 Related case

According to the “Study on Improvement of Living Conditions of Foreign Students at 

Universities” conducted by the team of Professor Oh Myeong-seok at Seoul National 

University, 74.5% of students chose “food problems” as a difficulty in campus life (Oh 

Myeong-seok, 2017). A Muslim student attending a university in Suwon says, “I have to 

shop for groceries at a halal grocery store in Itaewon and cook food in the dormitory. It 

takes an hour and a half to go from Suwon to Itaewon, but I have no other option because 

restaurants near the school and the student cafeteria use a lot of pork.” The student simply 

asked for a menu without pork at first, but many food items include ham and bacon. It 

is very difficult to find halal food in Korea because even a lot of snacks use gelatin made 

of pork, etc. (“Halal Food According to Muslims in Their 20s Who Live in Korea,” Oct. 

22, 2017).

The number of vegetarians has increased recently because of environmental beliefs and 

health reasons, but it is hard for individuals to practice vegetarianism in university 

dormitories because of communal life. Practicing vegetarianism requires so much special 

courage and resolution that students think of revealing to be a vegetarian as “coming out.”

Judgment criteria

The right to choose halal food or vegetarian menus is related to the rights to 

self-determination, health, and environment. All individuals have the freedom of religion 

and the right to an environment that can maintain their health. Therefore, offering inedible 

meals to persons of certain religions and vegetarians would be an infringement upon the 

right to health.

Moreover, it needs to be considered that the right to choose meals has a comprehensive 
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social and cultural significance beyond health and nutritional intake. That is, the exclusion 

of residents from a meal space implies exclusion from social and cultural life.

The Green Party recently announced its plan to file a constitutional petition for the “right 

to choose vegetarian items,” guaranteeing the right to choose a meat-free menu with public 

meals. Ha Seung-su, the chairperson of the Green Party Joint Steering Committee, said, 

“People who have difficulty with public meals in schools, military, and prisons will step 

forward as plaintiffs.” He added that “We will announce the plan in early September and 

recruit plaintiffs to file a constitutional petition at the end of this year or beginning of next 

year.” The party will file a petition to the National Human Rights Commission of Korea 

because it takes a long time to conclude the constitutional petition (Ju Yeong-jae, “Right 

to Choose Vegetarian Menu Goes to the Constitutional Court,” Kyunghyang Shinmun, Sept. 

1, 2019).

There are many university cafeterias that sell vegetarian items and halal food. “Vegetable 

Restaurant,” the vegetarian buffet at Dongguk University, and the vegetarian corner of the 

Cafeteria 2 at Seoul National University provide vegetarian meals. The “Sarangbang” student 

cafeteria at Hanyang University, “Gamgol Cafeteria” at Seoul National University, and 

student cafeteria at Kyung hee University offer halal food at all times.

Related standards 

▶ Decision of the National Human Rights Commission of Korea

11-Petition-0699000

Pursuing complete vegetarianism to pratice one's beliefs belongs to the conscience of 

the petitioner, and exists within the scope of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution.

Guidelines

1. Dormitory administration offices and councils shall gather the opinions of students 

regularly and try to increase their satisfaction through diversity and faithfulness of meals.

2. Students who cannot eat properly because of inappropriate menus are very likely to 

experience an adverse impact on their learning. In particular, international students can 

have difficulties living in Korea because of the meal issue. It is a basic condition for 

the stable continuation of learning to develop and provide various meals.

3. University dormitories shall try to provide a diverse variety of meals that broaden the 

range of choices for students according to religions and health beliefs. If there is a lack 
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Mental health counseling and suicide prevention: Many students suffer from 

emotional anxiety due to depression and mental health issues. Aren’t 

psychological counseling and suicide prevention measures necessary for 

dormitory residents?

of diversity in meal choices, the rights to freedom and health of residents can be infringed 

upon.

4. University dormitories shall provide a common cooking facility in which residents can 

cook simple food.

5. It is desirable for convenience facilities in dormitories to prepare simple foods, such as 

halal food, needed by students.

 Related case

In an interview investigating the actual living conditions of dormitories, a chief 

administrator from a university pointed out that “the most difficult issue is related to mental 

health problems of students.” “FGI with Concerned Parties” also mentions the emotional 

problems of young students as an important human rights issue that needs to be handled. 

Students who had been focusing on university acceptance are suddenly forced to live in 

a dormitory away from their families, and many of them experience depression or suicidal 

impulse. According to them, many dangerous incidents like suicide attempts are occurring 

because “dormitory residents live away from family members and do not get along with 

their roommates.” There is an urgent need to arrange psychological counseling programs 

for dormitory residents and prepare response manuals for dormitory managers.

Judgment criteria

All citizens have the right to be protected from mental illnesses, and mentally ill persons 

have the right to receive optimal treatment. This issue corresponds to the rights to mental 

health and receive treatment. Universities that are subject to the application of the Higher 

Education Act are responsible for providing various mental health services to enrolled 

students. According to Min So-yeong (2013), dormitory students are always exposed to 

problems in campus life and stress from compliance with dormitory rules, use of public 
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facilities, environments, and roommates. As such, stress experienced by dormitory residents 

can lead to an identity crisis and maladjustment to campus life in severe cases, causing 

destructive behaviors such as depression and suicide attempts. Many studies show that active 

counseling programs, such as cognitive emotion regulation strategies, can prevent depression 

and enhance the mental health of undergraduates.

Related standards 

▶ Act on the Improvement of Mental Health and the Support for Welfare Services for 

Mental Patients (Mental Health Welfare Act, May 30, 2017) Articles 2 and 13

Article 2 (Fundamental Concepts): (1) Every citizen has the right to be protected from 

mental diseases. (2) Every mentally ill person shall be guaranteed human dignity and 

value and has the right to optimum medical treatment.

 Article 13 (Implementation of Services for Improving Mental Health in Schools, etc.): 

(1) The head of each of the following agencies, organizations, and schools and the 

employer of each business establishment shall endeavor to implement services for 

improving mental health, such as education and counseling for mental health of members 

and connection with medical treatment with mental diseases:

 1. Agencies specified by Presidential Decree, in which the nature of affairs is highly 

likely to harm mental health and thus it is necessary to implement services for 

improving mental health, among agencies of the State and local governments;

 2. Schools specified by Presidential Decree, among the schools under the Elementary 

and Secondary Education Act and the Higher Education Act.

Guidelines

1. Universities that are subject to the application of the Higher Education Act are responsible 

for providing various mental health services to enrolled students.

2. Special attention to the mental health of dormitory residents is required because light 

symptoms of depression can have a great impact on communal life. In particular, 

dormitory residents who are placed in an unfamiliar environment separated from their 

family members are more likely to experience emotional troubles than ordinary students.

3. In general, universities provide mental health programs for students, but such programs 

have low participation rates. Problems that are only experienced by dormitory students 

can be neglected easily. Accordingly, it would be desirable to arrange mental health and 

suicide prevention programs for dormitory students.
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Sports & cultural facilities and resting areas: Is it necessary for university 

dormitories to have resting areas, gym facilities, and night libraries to take care of 

the fatigue in communal life and help students maintain their mental and physical 

health?

4. University dormitories shall link students with mental problems to the Student Counseling 

Center, Suicide Prevention Program, and Healing Program and arrange counseling at 

Mental Health Welfare Center or a hospital in the region.

5. Intermediate managers (assistants, head resident assistants) of university dormitories and 

staff of the administration office shall complete education programs to increase their 

understanding of the mental health of students. Schools shall provide institutional support.

 Related case

According to the “FGI with Concerned Parties,” many students do not have problems with 

the size of personal spaces, but rather point out the lack of common space and convenience 

facilities as a problem. Students describe dormitories as “military barracks.” Most 

dormitories do not have resting areas, which function as living rooms at home, cooking 

areas, and fitness facilities. Even if such space is allocated, facilities are only available 

during limited hours or are too deteriorated to be used. 

Judgment criteria

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), health is a state of complete 

“physical, mental, and social well-being,” and not merely the absence of disease. WHO 

defines the “right to healthcare” as a fundamental right that embraces adequate public health 

and medical services, access to safe drinking water and adequate sanitation, supply of safe 

food and residence, healthy work and environmental conditions, and access to public health 

education and information including sexual and reproductive health (WHO, 2002). 

In particular, the right to a safe and healthy work environment and living environment 

is a vital issue for dormitory students who comprise a residential community. Resting 

facilities to reduce the mental tension and fatigue from communal life and sports and cultural 

facilities for adequate physical activities are the basic conditions for physical, mental, and 
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social health.

Related standards 

▶ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 25

Article 25: Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and 

well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical 

care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of 

unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in 

circumstances beyond his control.

▶ Constitution, Article 35, Paragraph 1

Article 35(1) All citizens shall have the right to a healthy and pleasant environment. 

The State and all citizens shall endeavor to protect the environment.

▶ Constitution, Article 36, Paragraph 2

Article 36(2) The health of all citizens shall be protected by the State.

▶ Framework Act on Health and Medical Services, Article 4, Paragraph 1

Article 4(1) The State and local governments shall seek to take legal and institutional 

measures necessary for protecting and improving national health and secure financial 

resources necessary therefor.

▶ Framework Act on Health and Medical Services, Article 10 

Article 10 (Rights to Health, etc.): (1) All nationals shall have a right to live under the 

protection of the State under this Act or other Acts, with regard to their own health 

and that of their families.

 (2) No rights of nationals, with regard to their own health and that of their families, 

shall be infringed, due to gender, age, religion, social status, economic conditions or other 

grounds.

▶ Framework Act on Education, Article 27 

Article 27: The State and local governments shall establish and implement necessary 

policies to promote health and welfare of students and school personnel.

▶ Alma-Ata Declaration of WHO (1978)

“Health, which is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity, is a fundamental human right and that the 

attainment of the highest possible level of health is a most important world-wide social 

goal.”
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Support for cultural activities: Students live together in the dormitory, but it is not 

easy for dormitory students to create a culture or become intimate. What kind of 

support would be necessary for dormitory residents to engage in distinct 

community activities?

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall improve the physical and mental health of residents by 

providing a resting area separate from the living space.

2. University dormitories shall provide a gym facility for the physical activities of dormitory 

students and conduct periodic facility management so that there are no inconveniences 

in use.

3. University dormitories shall operate a library without limiting the hours of operation inside 

the dormitory building to account for the safety and privacy of dormitory students.

 Related case

Many students who live together in dormitories plead loneliness. According to “FGI with 

Concerned Parties,” there are responses saying, “Students don’t spend a lot of time in the 

dormitory, and there are no community programs,” “The dormitory is a place to sleep,” 

and “This is home to my body, but not to my mind because I feel lonely.” Community 

activities of dormitory students can be a solution to these problems.

Judgment criteria

The “right to culture” can be defined as a right to enjoy cultural life by approaching and 

participating in education, knowledge, and culture (Hyeon Taek-su, 13). “Cultural Rights 

Declaration of Seoul Citizens,” which was announced in December 2016, emphasizes that 

citizens have the right to enjoy culture as the main subjects of culture. There are domestic 

universities that lead the efforts to create an environment for students to make up their own 

culture by rebuilding dormitories into advanced and complex cultural facilities. Exemplary 

cases include University A, which has a gallery in the lobby and a musical instrument 

practice room inside the dormitory, and University B, which provides a variety of cultural 
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spaces like a YouTube studio and group study room. Such facilities can function as cultural 

spaces in which dormitory students can satisfy their cultural desires freely and create new 

cultural products. If cultural activities lead to the formation of various networks within 

dormitories, the inconveniences from communal life can turn into a new possibilities.

Related standards 

▶ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 27

 Article 27(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 

community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.

 Article 27(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests 

resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

▶ Constitution, Article 34, Paragraph 1

 Article 34(1) All citizens shall be entitled to a life worthy of human beings.

▶ Cultural Rights Declaration of Seoul Citizens (Dec. 20, 2016), Article 1

 Article 1: Right to Enjoy Culture: Citizens have the right to enjoy culture and arts and 

shall not be discriminated against based upon social class, age, region, sex, ethnicity, 

religion, and nationality regarding the enjoyment of culture and arts.

 Article 2: Right to Access Culture: Citizens have the right to access all contents and 

information related to publications, performances, images, visual arts, and cultural arts, 

and cultural facilities and spaces that possess such contents.

 Article 3: Right to Receive Cultural Education: Citizens have the right to receive cultural 

and art education that helps them manage a happy daily life and find values in life. 

The city of Seoul shall provide cultural and art education adequate for the generation 

and age of citizens according to their life cycle, and citizens can become creators beyond 

enjoyment through such education.

▶ UNESCO World Culture Report

“National policies shall perceive culture as a fundamental right of citizens, and the 

expansion of the cultural sphere shall be regulated as an effort to attain political, 

economic, and social justice.”

Guidelines

1. University dormitories shall create cultural environments in which students can engage 

in community activities and take administrative measures to increase the participation rate 
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of students.

2. Dormitory residents can produce distinct cultural products through small group activities 

within the dormitory.

3. Dormitory residents may request the university to provide various supplies and programs 

needed for small group activities.

4. University dormitories shall provide cultural spaces only available to dormitory residents, 

and try to increase the utility of space by receiving the demands of students on a regular 

basis.
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